
John G Robinson Photographs

ID robb_ Description Date Format Negative Size Print Size Comments

1 Woman at (Manor Inn) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

2 Woman on bench Negative 5.5 x 3.25

3 Woman on hood of car Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

4 Woman standing in front of bush Negative 5.5 x 3.25

5 Woman reclining in front of bush Negative 5.5 x 3.25

6 Woman in car doorway Negative 5.5 x 3.25

7 Woman sitting in car Negative 5.5 x 3.25

8 Two women sitting on wooden chair Negative 5.5 x 3.25

9 Woman with hat in left hand Negative 5.5 x 3.25

10 Two women with man in front of stone wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Double exposure on woman or sisters?

11 Three men with camera on tripod Negative 5.5 x 3.25

12 Two men with small child Negative 5.5 x 3.25

13 Three women, a man, and two small children Negative 5.5 x 3.25

14 Small boy with snowball Negative 5.5 x 3.25

15 Small boy with snowball Negative 5.5 x 3.25

16 Two children with snowman Negative 5.5 x 3.25

17 Two children with snowman Negative 5.5 x 3.25

18 Small child in snow Negative 5.5 x 3.25

19 Woman and two children in snow Negative 5.5 x 3.25

20 Woman and two children with snowman Negative 5.5 x 3.25

21 Man standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

22 Man standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Print was L-25

23 Man standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

24 Man standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

25 Three women behind tree stump Negative 5.5 x 3.25

26 Woman standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

27 Bridge across water in forest Negative 5.5 x 3.25

28 Woman standing amongst trees (with Spanish moss) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

29 Woman sitting with small child next to a tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25

30 Small girls standing next to a tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25

31 Woman picking flowers from shrub Negative 5.5 x 3.25

32 Woman with two small boys in front of flowering shrub Negative 5.5 x 3.25

33 Head of woman just visible above shrub Negative 5.5 x 3.25

34 Woman sitting in chair in front of a shrub with three boys standing around her Negative 5.5 x 3.25

35 Woman on snow covered slope with bridge in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

36 Woman standing in snow with tree and chimney behind her Negative 5.5 x 3.25

37 Woman standing in snow alongside a building Negative 5.5 x 3.25

38 Trees with Spanish moss Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

39 Trees and water Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

40 Fallen stump amongst trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

41 Trees 11/12/1933 Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Date thought to be correct

42 Trees and sky Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

43 Dam and river Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

44 Trees and sky Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

45 River with trees on bank Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

46 River (with bridge in background) Negative 4.5 x 3.75 Old # from sleeve

47 River with overhanging trees Negative 4.5 x 3.75 Old # from sleeve

48 Bend in river with trees on banks Negative 4.5 x 3.75 Old # from sleeve

49 River with trees on banks Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

50 River with trees on banks Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

51 Stream in woods Negative 4.5 x 3.75 Old # from sleeve

52 Dirt road in woods Negative 4 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

53 Track (with stones walls) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

54 Curved dirt road in woods with Spanish moss Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

55 Bananas on tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

56 Banana trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

57 Trees with Spanish moss and person in distance Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

58 Palm trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

59 Ocean and beach Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

60 Dirt road through palm trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

61 Trees with Spanish moss Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

62 Trees with Spanish moss Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

63 Steers in wood Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

64 Palm trees on cliff above the ocean Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

65 Rock strewn hillside Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

66 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

67 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

68 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

69 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

70 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

71 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

72 Wide waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

73 River with rocks and ice Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

74 River with bridge and people in distance Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

75 Wide river with rocks and tall chimney on far bank Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. See also robb 2190

76 Wide river with rocks Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

77 River with trees on banks Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

78 Bridge over wide river Negative and Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Print was L-75

79 Metal footbridge over river with cascade Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

80 Head of Three Sisters Islands, Niagara Falls. Photo by Robb. Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Description on negative

81 Wide river with large building in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

82 Bridge spanning river Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve. Niagara?

83 River with boats and quay Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

84 Washington DC, (Pennsylvania Avenue} Negative 5.5 x 3.25

85 "The Capitol Building, Washington, D.C." Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

86 "The Capitol Building, Washington, D.C." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

87 "The Capitol Building, Washington, D.C.", side view Negative 5.5 x 3.25

88 "Capitol Building Washington DC. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 89

89 "Capitol Building Washington DC. Photo by Robb." Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 88

90 Building in (Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

91 Building in (Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

92 "The White House Washington DC. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

93 (Union Station, Washington DC) being constructed Negative 5.5 x 3.25

94 (Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

95 (State, War and Navy Building, Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Now the Eisenhower Executive Office Building

96 (Library of Congress Building, Washington, DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

97 Building in (Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

98 Washington Monument Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve

99 "Washington's Monument, Washington DC. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

100 Gardens and (Post Office Building, Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

101 (Bartholdi Fountain and Glasshouse, US Botanical Garden, Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

102 (Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

103 Ohio River with boat in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 105, but without caption

104 (Ohio) River in flood Negative 5.5 x 3.25

105 "Ohio River near Gendfield, Penn. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 103

106 Paddle steamer on the (Ohio) River Negative 5.5 x 3.25

107 Ohio River Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Viewpoint similar to robb 103 and 105

108 Mill and rail yard Negative 5.5 x 3.25

109 (Grove Park Inn) under construction. Woman in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

110 (Grove Park Inn) under construction Negative 5.5 x 3.25

111 (Grove Park Inn) under construction. Woman in middle distance Negative 5.5 x 3.25

112 Large buildings on hilltop (with rail tracks in foreground) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

113 (Mountain Meadows Inn, Asheville) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Identified from postcard

114 House, with buggy on dirt road Negative 5.5 x 3.25

115 Front of a house Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same house as robb 117

116 Two houses on dirt street Negative 5.5 x 3.25 One house also in robb 119

117 Front of a house Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same house as robb 115

118 Houses with lake in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Old # from sleeve, on finding aid as #12

119 House on dirt street Negative 5.5 x 3.25 House also in robb 116

120 Stone steps to house (called The Rocks) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

121 Tree lined street, (with Spanish moss) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

122 "Entrance to Hot Springs Hotel Grounds, Waynesville NC. Photo by Robb" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

123 Building being constructed. (Square with palm trees and army memorial in foreground) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Location same as robb 124

124 Large (hotel) building. (Square with palm trees and army memorial in foreground) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Location same as robb 123

125 Urban street with stores, street cars and hardware banner across the street Negative 5.5 x 3.25

126 City scene, monument in foreground and tall building in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Print was # A11

127 Large unidentified building Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same as robb 128 & 129

128 Large unidentified building Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same as robb 127 & 129

129 Large unidentified building Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same as robb 127 & 128

130 Buildings on urban street, obscured by trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25

131 Buildings on urban street Negative 5.5 x 3.25

132 Large church on urban street Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 133

133 Park with church in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Same church as robb 132

134 (The Smithsonian, Washington DC) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

135 Building with cupula, and snow on the ground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

136 Passenger ship, moored Negative 5.5 x 3.25



137 (River) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

138 Ostrich racing Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Print was #L1

139 Ostriches in enclosure Negative 5.5 x 3.25

140 Ostriches in enclosure Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

141 Elephant Negative 5.5 x 3.25

142 (John G Robinson), next to palm tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

143 (John G Robinson), next to palm tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

144 (John G Robinson), by first class entrance on ship Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

145 (John G Robinson), on board ship Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

146 (John G Robinson), sitting in woods Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

147 (John G Robinson), on urban street near large stone wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 ID based on old finding aid description

148 "V.P. #20 Robinson". [Automobile on dirt road] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

149 Bespectacled man in suit Negative and Print 4.75  x 2.8 5.25 x 3.25

150 Boy with scooter Negative 5.5 x 3.25

151 Six men standing in front of automobile, with another man in the vehicle Negative 5.5 x 3.25

152 Seven men and two women near automobile Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

153 "J.B. #11 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

154 "J.B. #2 Robinson" [Six men standing by automobiles] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan

155 "J.B. #10 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

156 "J.Br. #1 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, with 3 other cars following] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Not same as robb 161, although Robinson ID is the same

157 "J.B. #4 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, with 3 other cars following] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

158 "J.B. #8 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, with 3 other cars following] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5 x 4 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely. Print is torn

159

"Automobile Trip to Mt. Pisgah Asheville, J.B. #9 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, 

with 3 other cars following] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

160 "J.B. #5 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, with 3 other cars following] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly shows William Jennings Bryan and Fred Seely

161 "J.Br. #7 Robinson" [Two men and three women in automobile, with 3 other cars following] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

162 "V.P. #12 Robinson" [Automobile on mountain track] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

163 "V.P. #25 Robinson" [Automobile on mountain track] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

164 "V.P. #17 Robinson" [Back of automobile on mountain track, disappearing round curve] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Very similar to robb 167

165 "V.P. #18 Robinson" [Automobile on forest track] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

166 "Automobile Road Pisgah Forest near Asheville, Alt. 5749.  Robinson V.P. #19" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

167 "V.P. #16 Robinson" [Back of automobile on mountain track, disappearing round curve] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Very similar to robb 164

168 "V.P. #15 Robinson" [Automobile on forest track] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

169 "V.P. #14 Robinson" [Three automobiles on forest track] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

170 "V.P. #10 Robinson" [Automobile on mountain track. Woman looking at view] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

171 "V.P. #13 Robinson" [Automobile on mountain track. Man standing next to car] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

172 "Swannanoa Road, 26 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

173 Automobile on road with sharp bend Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is torn

174 "A Sunset, Asheville NC, 36 Robinson" Negative 3.75 x 2.75

175 Man and woman standing in forest Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 177

176 "Clingman's Knob from Mt. Mitchell. Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

177 "Clingman's Knob from Mt. Mitchell. Robinson" [With couple from robb 175] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 175

178 "Pisgah Mt. Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

179 "Above the Clouds in the Land of the Sky NC. Photo by Robinson 46" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

180 "A Mountain Pasture in the Land of the Sky NC. Photo by Robinson 77" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

181 "#78 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative very faint. Mountain view similar to robb 185

182 "Black Mountain Range NC. Robinson 43" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

183 View along a ridge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

184 "Craggy Mountain 71 by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

185 Mountain view Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative very faint. Similar to robb 181

186 Clouds in a valley with tree tops in foreground Negative 4 x 2.5

187 "Balsam Above the Clouds in the land of the Sky 30.  Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

188 "Cloud Burst Near Craggy Mt. Robinson 72" Negative 5 x 3 B14 used twice

189 "Mt. Rainge [sic] Near Asheville NC 68 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

190 "Above the Clouds in the Land of the Sky. Photo by Robinson 65" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

191 "Above the Clouds in the Land of the Sky. Photo by Robinson 48" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

192 "Valuable Timber in the Land of the Sky. Photo by Robinson 45" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

193 "On the Trail to Mt. Mitchell in the Land of the Sky 47. Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

194 "In the Balsam Pines Mt. Mitchell NC. Robinson 69" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

195 "Balsam Pines on the Trail to Mt. Mitchell 12. Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

196 "On the Trail to Mt. Mitchell in the Land of the Sky 13. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

197 Road in a forest Negative 5.5 x 3.25

198 "Timber land in the Land of the Sky 28" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

199 "Moss Covered Trail to Mt. Mitchell 66 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

200 "Vanderbilt Lodge on Mt. Pisgah near Asheville NC. Alt. 5749 J.B. #12 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

201 "V.P. #11 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge and six people sitting and standing] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

202 Sheep in front of lodge and seven people sitting and standing Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

203 "V.P. 23 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge and six people sitting and standing] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

204 Sheep in front of lodge and seven people sitting and standing Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

205 "J.B. #13 Robinson" [Four men outside lodge] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

206 "Mt. Pisgah, Asheville NC J.B. #17 Robinson" [Woman with sheep outside lodge] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

207 "Mt. Pisgah Alt. 5749 Pisgah Forest Asheville J.B. #15 Robinson" [Woman with sheep outside lodge] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

208 "V.P. #27 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge with five people sitting and standing] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

209 "V.P. #22 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge with four women standing] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

210 "V.P. #24 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

211 "J.B. #14 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge, two people on porch] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

212 "V.P. #21 Robinson" [Sheep in front of lodge with seven people sitting and standing] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Buck Springs Lodge ?

213 "Montreat Black Mt. NC. Robinson 59" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Dam?

214 "Log Cabin near Asheville NC. 41" Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Includes two prints, one is printed on a postcard and is very dark, other print missing text

215 "Tom Wilson's Cabin Foot of Mt. Mitchell NC. 40 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

216 "Log School House in the High Mountains near Asheville NC.  Photo by Robinson 76" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

217 "Grist Mill Reems Creek Weaverville NC. Robinson 50" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

218 "Grist Mill Reems Creek Weaverville NC. Robinson 52" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

219 "Old Grist Mill Near Asheville NC. 39 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

220 "Mt. Meadows Inn Near Asheville NC. 19 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

221 "Mt. Meadow Inn Near Asheville NC. 57 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

222 "Craggy Range Near Asheville NC. 18 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

223 Road with houses and 'Stop at Fruitland' sign Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Print was # A1

224 Looking town on a town with tree covered hillside in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

225 "Kenilworth Inn Ruins Asheville NC. Robinson 34" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

226 "Riverside Lake at Riverside Park Asheville NC. 51 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative very faint

227 "Riverside Lake Asheville NC. 20 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative very faint

228 "Swannanoa River Near Asheville NC. 35 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

229 "Swannanoa River Asheville NC. Robinson 49" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

230 "Swannanoa River.  63 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

231 "Swannanoa River 2 Miles From Asheville NC.  32 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

232 "Swannanoa River in the Land of the Sky NC. Photo by Robinson 56" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

233 "Swannanoa River  Near Asheville NC. 24 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

234 "French Broad River River Side park Asheville NC. Robinson 42" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative very faint

235 "Peaceful River Near Asheville NC. 55 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

236 "Shoal Creek Yancey County NC.  62 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

237 "B95" [Man fishing near waterfalls] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

238 "Where Trout Abound in the Land of the Sky NC. 31 Photo by Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

239 "Two young men by a river with fishing poles" Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

240 Small child sitting on rock above a fast flowing stream Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

241 "A Cool Mountain Trout Stream Near Asheville NC. #15 Photo by Robinson" Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

242 "On the Trail to Mt. Mitchell. 53 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

243 "B93" [Young man fishing near waterfall] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard. Print does not have B93 number

244 Young man fishing near waterfall Negative 5.5 x 3.25

245 "Where the South Toe River Begins Foot of Mt. Mitchell. 33 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

246 "Bridal Falls Near Hot Springs NC. Photo by Robinson 16" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

247 "Runiga [Kanuga] Lake Hendersonville NC. 37 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

248 "Hendersonville NC . 10 Robinson" [Lake] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

249 River with tree lined banks Negative 5.5 x 3.25

250 "202-418-13 Robinson" [Road being constructed] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

251 "Hand Saw Mill Mountains of NC. 21 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

252 "Hauling Boulders From the Mountains to Build Grove Park Inn Asheville NC" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Image completely faded away

253 "Mt. Pisgah and The Rat - View From Asheville NC. Robinson 1" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Image completely faded away

254 "Biltmore House NC. Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Image completely faded away. Possibly same as robb 2115

255 House in snow Print 5.5 x 3.25 Includes slightly smaller postcard version robb 255 c2

256 Garage in snow Print 5.5 x 3.25

257 Building (school?) under construction Print 5.5 x 3.25

258 House with woman sitting on front stoop Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

259 Snow covered ground with large house in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

260 "The Pearl Mosque Delhi" Print 6 x 4

261 Roosevelt Arch Yellowstone Park Print 5.5 x 3.25 Identified from Wikipedia image

262 Factory with piles of (stone/ash?) Print 5.5 x 3.25

263 Snow covered bank with house in middle distance Print 5.5 x 3.25

264 Room with built-in bookcase and wood trim Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

265 Dresser with mirror and photographs Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

266 Bedroom with dresser in corner Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

267 Room with chairs and desk Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

268 Room with wood cabinet, footstool and photographs Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

269 Bedroom with dresser in corner Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was #26

270 House in snow Print 6.25 x 4

271 House in snow with snow covered street Print 6.5 x 4.5 Same view as robb 352

272 Quayside with cars and moored navy ship Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 80. See also robb 310 & 330



273 Woman standing in porch with trellis in foreground Print 6.75 x 4.75

274 Side of house with shrubs and low hedge Print 7 x 5 See also robb 275 & 332

275 House with shrubs and low hedge Print 6 x 4 See also robb 274 & 332. Print is creased and torn

276 Houses and roof tops with ridge in the background (Asheville?) Print 7 x 5

277 Houses and roof tops with ridge in the background (Asheville?) Print 7 x 5

278 Woman standing on front walk of house with palm trees Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49. See also robb 311

279 House with shingles and large front porch Print 6 x 4

280 Side of large two story brick building Print 5.75 x 3.5

281 Carnegie Hall, Street outside Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 75, and is damaged

282 The Maine Monument, Central Park, NYC Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

283 Capitol Building, Washington DC Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 48

284 Gun and canon in front of buildings Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

285 Stone building with cannonballs outside  and man looking at the building Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

286 Lincoln Memorial, Washington DC (1916) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 48. Negative has indistinct writing

287 Stone structure with archway and statue Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

288 Large (hotel) building with line of cars in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 77

289 Washington Monument Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 48

290 Ornate building with colonnades and statues on ledge Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

291 The White House Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 48. Double exposure with another building

292 Steps to building with columns at entrance, and street in foreground Print 6 x 3.75

293 Façade of building with terrace and arched entrances Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 48. Negative has indistinct writing

294 City street with cars and a bus Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

295 Washington Square Arch, NYC Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

296 Harbor with ferries and bridge under construction in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 75. Negative is damaged and very dark

297 Illuminated skyscraper Print 6 x 3.5

298 Man and woman sitting on bench in front of stone building Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 75. Negative has indistinct writing

299 Boardwalk with people walking Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 77

300 Snow covered sidewalk and side of house Print 5.75 x 3.5 Two identical prints, flipped on vertical axis, one print is damaged

301 Boardwalk with pier in background Print 6 x 3.75

302 People on beach with pier in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 77

303 Building with  cupulas and columns. Sign advertising English Golf Caps on door Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 77

304 City skyline, with building being constructed in foreground Print 6 x 3.75

305 Church, two women outside on sidewalk Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75 Negative was 48

306 Church tower with side view of front of the building Print 5.75 x 3.5

307 City buildings with (church) in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 75. Writing on negative identifies as (South Church ??)

308 "St. Pauls Church" [Church with clock tower, graveyard in foreground and tall building behind] Print 6 x 3.75 2 prints, one is creased but has text from negative

309 Residential street with sidewalk and palm tree Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 6 x 3.5 Indecipherable writing on edge of negative. Negative was 47

310 Quayside with cars and moored navy ship Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 80. See also robb 272 & 330

311 House with palm trees and gate posts. (Bunker) Hill Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 6 x 3.5 Negative was 49 and has writing on edge. See also robb 278

312 Aerial view of large (hotel) building Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper. See also robb 314

313 Front of 2 story house with 3 rockers on front stoop Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 47

314 Aerial view of large (hotel) building Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper. See also robb 312

315 Aerial view of Grove Park Inn Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

316 Aerial view of Grove Park Inn Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

317 Aerial view of Grove Park Inn Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

318 Aerial view (of Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

319 Aerial view of large building, houses and fields (possibly Ottari sanitarium) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

320 Aerial view of Biltmore House Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

321 Aerial view of Biltmore House and grounds Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

322 Aerial view of Biltmore House and grounds Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

323 Aerial view (of Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

324 Aerial view (of school building] Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

325 Aerial view (of school building] with lots of people on walkways Print 5 x 4

326 Aerial view (of Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

327 Aerial view (of downtown Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper

328 Aerial view (of the French Broad River Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area and not paper See also robb 2401

329 Tree near house doorway Print 5.5 x 3.25

330 Quayside with cars and moored navy ship Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 80. See also robb 272 & 310

331 Bridge with 7+ arches spanning river, large church in background and small boat in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25

332

Side of house with shrubs and brick chimney. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts, 30 Patton 

Ave. Asheville NC" Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 274 & 275

333

Front of car and part view of man standing next to it. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts, 30 

Patton Ave. Asheville NC" Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 28

334 House interior, with dining chairs and table Print 5.25 x 3

335 House interior, with bed and dresser Print 5.25 x 3

336 House interior, with bed, dresser and window Print 5.25 x 3

337 Interior, with rugs, table and light fitting Print 5.25 x 3 Blurred

338 Interior, with columns, armchairs and numerous upright chairs Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 77

339 Interior, fireplace, with two chairs, (sign) and kettle Print 5.5 x 3.25

340 Newberg, Washington's Headquarters. Interior, chair and part of door. Print 5.25 x 3

341 Snow covered bushes with snow covered roof tops in background Print 5.25 x 3

342 Snow covered street and sidewalks with power pole in center Print 5.25 x 3

343 Coastal town on cliffs with mountains in background Print 4 x 3

344 Street with ruined buildings and two men sitting on stone Print 4 x 3

345 Rear view of man pushing (wheeled rickshaw along boardwalk) Print 2.5  x 1.75

346 People walking on boardwalk Negative & Print 2.5  x 1.75 2.5  x 1.75 Negative was 48

347 Four poster bed Print 2.5  x 1.75

348 Saddle and riding equipment Print 2.5  x 1.75

349 Two men walking on boardwalk with large building in background Negative & Print 2.5  x 1.75 2.5  x 1.75 Negative was 48

350 Rome with Colosseum in background Print 4 x 3 See also robb 2304

351 Piano with framed photographs on top and picture hanging on wall behind Negative & Print 4 x 3 4 x 3 Negative was 26

352 House in snow with snow covered street Print 4 x 2.25 Same view as robb 271

353 Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. factory and rail yard Print 4.75 x 3.75

354

Quality Cleaner laundry truck in front of building with Chop Steaks and Fried Chicken sign.  Photo shop 

written on rear Print 3 x 3

355 Bed with mirror over the headboard and dresser in background Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.25 3.5  x 3.25 Negative was 26. Dimensions refer to fully exposed area

356 Dresser with vase of flowers Negative & Print 4.5 x 3 4 x 3 Negative was 26

357 Man in bed Print 4.75 x 4 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

358 Two men wearing hats in shrubbery Print 5 x 3.75 Two men or double exposure?

359 Two women and one man in (quarry), wagon wheel in foreground Print 4.75 x 3.75

360 Carolina Spruce Company locomotive, with men and standing and sitting Print 5 x 3.5 On postcard. Double exposure with another image.

361 Two girls and two boys sitting on steps in front of screen door Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5 Negative was 28

362 Woman in nurses uniform standing in front of house porch Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5 Negative was 28

363 Woman  standing in shrubbery Print 4.25 x 2.5

364 Woman standing in front of house porch Print 4.25 x 2.5 "139" written in pencil on rear of print

365 Two women, two girls and two boys in front of house porch Print 4.25 x 2.5

366 Girl and boy at water pump Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5 Negative was 28. "139" written in pencil on rear of print

367 Woman and man, sitting and laughing, with other people visible behind Print 3 x 2

368 Three women and three men sitting on wooden steps in front of house Print 4.75 x 3.75

369 Woman standing in front of palm tree Print 3 x 2.25

370 Young man standing (on top of fire escape) Print 4.25 x 2.75

371 Woman standing by (sea or open field) Print 3 x 2.25 Faint

372 Woman in hat sitting on rocks Print 5 x 3.25

373 Woman in hat standing by small tree Print 5 x 3.25

374 Boy standing behind parked car Negative & Print 4 x 3 4.25 x 3.25 Negative was 81

375 Two women standing with parked car behind them Negative & Print 4 x 3 4.25 x 3.25 Negative was 81

376 Five women standing in line, half turned to camera Print 5 x 4

377 Three women and three men sitting under a tree Print 5 x 4

378 Woman standing amongst fallen tree limbs, with umbrella resting on tree trunk Print 4.75 x 3.75

379 Woman in (evening gown) sitting on side of concrete steps Print 4 x 3

380

Woman holding baby, and standing in front of hedge. "Robinson's Kodak Store, Asheville, NC" stamped 

on rear Print 4.5 x 2.75

381 Posed (in studio) small child Print 6 x 4

382 Woman standing in front of tree with fallen tree limbs behind her Print 4.75 x 3.75

383 Two women with parasol and standing on a tree stump Print 4.75 x 3.75

384 Woman sitting on rocks in front of a tree, with fur stole Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5 Negative was 52

385 Two women sitting on rear bumper of automobile Negative & Print 4 x 3 4.25 x 3.5 Negative was 81

386 Woman standing next to parked car Negative & Print 4 x 3 4.5 x 3.5 Negative was 81

387 Man standing next to parked car, which is in middle distance Print 4.5 x 3.5

388 Woman standing next to parked car Negative & Print 4 x 3 4.5 x 3.5 Negative was 81

389 Two women sitting on side of fountain Print 5 x 4

390 Two men standing in front of a tree Print 5 x 4

391 Rear view of boy sitting on a (skate cycle) Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5 Negative was 133

392 Side view of boy sitting on a (skate cycle) Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5 Negative was 46. See also robb 2289

393 Two women standing next to a tree with third women sitting in the tree Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 78

394 Two women wearing bathing suits in thigh deep water Print 5.75 x 3.5

395 Four women, a man, and a young standing (on a beach) with other people in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Print is faint. Negative was 47

396 Outdoor concert with (Scottish) band on stage Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49

397 Woman with hand on hip standing in front of a car Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 28. "51" written in pencil on rear of print

398 Young man standing among pine trees Print 5.75 x 3.5

399 Sailor with three women on deck of ship Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 80

400 Two women wearing bathing suits in thigh deep water. Danger sign in background Print 5.75 x 3.5 Faint

401 Man in bathing suit standing on a beach Print 5.75 x 3.5 Faint

402 Two women and two men sitting on rocks (at edge of cliff) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Negative was 31

403 Woman standing in front of stone building with canon Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Indistinct writing on negative

404 Man and woman onboard ship Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75

405

Young man next to (rose bush)  in front of house. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts, 30 

Patton Avenue Asheville NC" stamped on rear Print 5.75 x 3.5

406 Woman next to (rose bush)  in front of house. Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 71. Negative is damaged



407 Young man among trees in the mountains Print 5.75 x 3.5

408 Man and woman in forest. Man is standing, and the woman is sitting on a rock Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

409 Woman sitting in grassland, with small child next to her Print 4 x 3 Oval print and mount. Dims are max for print

410 Woman standing on beach (at St. Petersburg) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 47 and had St. Petersburg written

411 Woman wearing SPA bathing suit in thigh deep water Print 5.75 x 3.5

412 Woman standing on end of boat jetty Print 5.25 x 3.25

413 Woman wearing SPA bathing suit reclining on beach Negative & Print 5.75 x 3.5 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 35

414 Woman in (fur coat) standing among palm trees Print 5.5 x 3.5

415 Three woman standing and two men sitting under a tree Negative & Print 5.75 x 3.5 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 35. Indistinct writing on negative

416 Woman in front of wire fence and fruit tree Negative & Print 5.75 x 3.5 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 78

417 Woman next to palm tree in front of house Negative & Print 5.75 x 3.5 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49

418 Two women in bathing suits standing on beach Print 5.75 x 3.5

419 Two women in bathing suits standing  (at top of stairs) above the ocean Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 35

420 Two women standing behind large (cactus) Print 5.75 x 3.5

421 Two women standing on quay in front of ship and stacked crates Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49. Print is faint

422 Two women standing on deck of ship, people in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 80

423 Two women standing on deck of ship, people in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 80. Print is faint

424 Large group of (Students and teachers in front of school building) Negative & Print 6.75 x 4.5 6.75 x 4.75 Negative was in 15 

425 Child on tricycle next to house Print 5.75 x 3.5

426 Woman standing by bushes in front of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49

427 People (in native costume) near buildings Print 5.75 x 3.5

428 Group of people next to bi-plane Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 47

429 Woman in bathing suit on beach and in water [Double exposure] Print 5.75 x 3.5

430 Man and small child walking along railroad tracks Print 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 516

431 Woman sitting on low stone wall near palms and sidewalk Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 78

432 Woman standing next to palm tree near low stone wall Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 78

433 Young man and young woman with a bunch of flowers on forest trail Print 5.5 x 3.25 "10X" written in pencil on rear of print

434 Woman with fur stole standing amongst pine trees Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 28

435 Two mules and a group of people, with train in the background Print 5.25 x 3.25

436 Small boy, with cap in hand, standing in front of trees Print 5.5 x 3.5

437 Two boys among bushes next to house Print 5.5 x 3.25

438 Man and small child next to railroad track Print 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 524

439 Woman standing in yard with palm trees and swing Print 5.75 x 3.5

440 Woman with small boy on a tricycle by front porch steps Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 78

441 Child on tricycle next to house Print 6 x 3.5

442 Fairground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 70

443 Woman and man in bathing suits standing  (at top of stairs) above the ocean Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.5 Negative was 35

444 Man walking down steps with large building (Battery Park Hotel?) in background Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

445 Woman, man, two girls and two boys at foot of wooded hillside Print 5.75 x 3.5

446 Woman, man, two girls and two boys at foot of wooded hillside Print 5.5 x 3.5

447 Two women standing in front of hedgerow Print 5.75 x 3.25 Blurred

448

Woman leaning on wall near flowering shrub. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts, 30 Patton 

Avenue Asheville NC" stamped on rear Negative & Print 5.75  x 3.5 5.75  x 3.5 Print is blurred. Negative was 28

449 Four women and two men in bathing suits, standing in front of benches Print 5.75 x 3.5

450 Baby being held by woman near bushes Print 5.5 x 4 Woman's head  has been cut out and print is misshaped

451 Man standing near rocks and holding tree Print 5.25 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

452 Young man standing in doorway Print 7 x 5

453 Man and woman standing next to tree, man is holding a fedora Print 5.5 x 3.25

454 Man wearing fedora sitting in woodland Print 5.5 x 3.25

455 Woman standing amongst scrub Print 5.5 x 3.25

456 Woman standing behind tree Print 5.5 x 3.25

457 Man sitting on tree limb with fedora on his knee Print 5.5 x 3.25

458 Man standing in front of pine tree in scrub Print 5.5 x 3.25

459 Woman standing in (corn) field Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen print

460 Woman standing on river bank with a bridge behind her Print 7.25 x 4.25

461 Woman standing near dirt road running through wooded area Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen print

462 Four black children and one white child with house in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

463 Man sitting in woodland with small child next to him Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25  Negative was 73

464 Man sitting in meadow Print 5.5 x 3.25

465 Woman standing next to tree (in front of a house) Print 5.5 x 3.25

466 Man sitting in chair (next to table) and holding a magazine Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2188

467 Child sitting on bench, and another next to the bench, with window behind Print 5.5 x 3.25

468 Two men, each with one foot on running board of a car Print 5.5 x 3.25

469 Woman sitting between two tree trunks Print 5.25 x 3.25

470 Small child standing on grass, with large bag over his shoulder Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 100. See also robb 1146 to 1150

471 Small child standing on path, with large bag over his shoulder Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 100. See also robb 1146 to 1150

472 Small child standing next to railroad track Print 5.5 x 3.25

473 Small child sitting on leaf mulch Print 5.5 x 3.25

474 Boy sitting on rock with trees in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

475 Woman standing amongst rocks with trees in background Print 5.75 x 3.5 Blurred

476 Two women and a man standing in front of a large bush Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 55

477 Three women and a boy standing in front roses growing up mesh Print 6 x 4

478 Woman and man standing behind a sundial Print 5.75 x 3.25 Words typed on back, "Here is the friend (the charming widow Robinson)…."

479 Man with cow Print 5 x 4 Faint

480 Man and women sitting on wooden steps with plant growing up mesh in background Print 6 x 4

481 Woman sitting next to steps in front of house Print 6.75 x 4.75

482 Two women sitting in field next to road Print 7 x 5

483 Boy with two goats on a wooden box Print 7 x 5 See also robb 2160

484 Woman and boy standing next to brick wall of a house Print 6.75 x 4.75

485 Woman and boy standing (on front porch of house) Print 6.5 x 4.5

486 Man tending climbing plant on wall of house Print 6 x 4

487 Man and woman sitting in field next to road Print 7 x 5

488 Woman standing in doorway Print 7 x 5

489 Woman sitting next to railroad track with small child on her knee Print 5.5 x 3.25

490 Small child holding doll, and woman, standing on front walk of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

491 Small child holding doll standing on front walk of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

492 Two women standing on front walk of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

493 Two small children holding dolls, standing on front walk of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 51

494 Small child holding doll standing on  grass near house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 51

495 Two small children holding dolls, standing on front walk of house Print 5.5 x 3.5

496 Two small children holding dolls, standing on front walk of house Print 5.5 x 3.5

497 Woman holding small child and standing on front walk of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

498 Woman with small child holding doll and standing on next to steps in front of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 49. Print is faint

499 Man and woman in front of house Negative & Print 5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 85. Print is torn

500 Man sitting on chair on front porch Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative was 85

501 Young man wearing a tie (Studio portrait) Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

502 Man sitting in car with muddy wheels, with houses in background Print 5 x 3.5 

503 Three men with musical instruments in a field Print 5.5 x 3.5

504 Small boy holding two sticks and standing (in a stream) Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

505 Two Asian women wearing kimonos Print 5.5 x 3.25

506 Bullfight in bullring with Spanish signage Print 5.5 x 3.25

507 Two women holding fern fronds and standing at base of hillside Print 5.5 x 3.25

508 Women standing in woods with gloves in her left hand Print 5.5 x 3.25

509 Women standing in woods with gloves in her right hand, and a small child standing next to her Print 5.5 x 3.25

510 Small boy sitting on a stool (in a studio) Print 6 x 4

511 Woman standing wearing feather hat and fur stole (in a studio) Print 6 x 4

512 Small boy sitting on a stool (in a studio) Print 6 x 4

513 Small boy standing on a stool (in a studio) Print 6 x 4

514 Woman sitting on wooden steps of house, and holding a small child Print 6 x 4

515 Woman reclining on grass (in yard) with fence behind Print 5.75 x 3.5

516 Man and small child walking along railroad tracks Print 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 430

517 Two children standing on dirt road with wooden rail fence Print 5.5 x 3.25

518 Woman sitting with small boy on hillside, and with fur stole in her hand Print 5.5 x 3.25

519 Three women standing in front of trees Print 5.5 x 3.25

520 Small child on blanket next to hedge Print 6 x 4

521 Woman sitting on chair on front porch, one child standing next to her, another on her knee Print 5.5 x 3.25

522 Woman in house with leaves in a bowl on a table Print 5.5 x 3.25

523 Woman wearing feather hat and fur stoles (in studio) Print 6 x 4 See also robb 2333

524 Man and small child next to railroad track Print 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 438

525 Woman and small child sitting next to railroad track Print 5.5 x 3.25

526 Man standing in front of large tree with a split trunk Print 5.5 x 3.25

527 Two women sitting in meadow with small child standing next to them Print 5.5 x 3.25

528 Man wearing boater and sitting on rocks in a wood Print 5.5 x 3.25

529 Boy sitting on skate cycle (outside a house) Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5

530 Man standing on running board of car parked in (a barn) Print 5 x 3.5 "g 4" written in pencil on rear of print

531 Baby in buggy on garden path Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 2165 and 2189

532 Woman sat leaning against a tree with baby in her lap Print 5 x 4 See also robb 2343

533 Woman sitting among scrub with small child on her knee Print 4.75 x 3.75

534 Man and woman standing in front of a house Print 4.5 x 2.75

535 Woman sitting in front of bushes with rooftop visible in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 2163

536 Man sitting in front of bushes with rooftop visible in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 2171

537 Child sitting in yard and wearing a cowboy hat Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.25 4.25 x 2.25 Negative was 98. See also robb 1076

538 Woman and small child in wagon in flowers in front of them Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.25 Negative was 97. See also robb 1322

539 Baby sitting on blanket with shrub in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 see also robb 2185

540 Four women playing in yard with house in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Negative was 57

541 Three women dressed as maids standing in yard with kitchen and cleaning tools Print 4.5 x 2.75

542 Boy wearing feather headdress and hiding behind a chair. Velox Print Asheville NC stamped on rear Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Print missing lower right corner. Negative was 103. See also robb 1160, 1164 and 1165



543 Boy wearing feather headdress and standing behind a chair. Velox Print Asheville NC stamped on rear Print 4.5 x 2.75 Print creased and torn in lower right corner

544 Boy on bicycle with man standing next to him and large house in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Negative was 133

545 Young girl in yard with parasol and doll Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5 Negative was 133

546 Two boys standing next to a tree alongside a dirt road Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5 Negative was 133

547 Young girl in yard with parasol and doll, with three young boys behind Print 3.5 x 2.5

548 Boy on rope swing next to dirt road Print 3.5 x 2.5

549 Young girl in yard with parasol and doll, with three young boys sitting around her Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.5 Negative was 133

550 Boy sitting in tree Print 3.5 x 2.5

551 Boy standing on balcony outside house. "James July 1922" written on back Jul-22 Print 4 x 2.75

552 Boy (mowing lawn). "John July 1922" written on back Jul-22 Print 4 x 2.75

553 Two women and two men in small boat (named Elizabeth) Print 5 x 4

554 Two women and a man sitting with a brick wall behind them Print 5 x 4

555 Three women and three men with wood boarded fence and stone wall behind Print 5 x 4

556 Woman standing (on boat) with scarf draped around her neck Print 2.75 x 2

557 Woman standing with metal railing (and beach) behind her Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 3 x 2 Negative was 48

558 Woman standing (on pier) with metal railing and large building behind her Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 3 x 2 Different woman to robb 559. Negative was 48

559 Woman standing (on pier) with metal railing and large building behind her Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 3 x 2 Different woman to robb 558. Negative was 48

560 Trees with Spanish moss Print 5.5 x 3.25

561 Water with wooded shoreline Print 5.5 x 3.25

562 Desert with mountain range in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 Different view to robb 563

563 Desert with mountain range in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 Different view to robb 562

564 Mountainside in desert Print 5.5 x 3.25

565 Desert dirt road along ridgetop with town visible in distance Print 5.5 x 3.25

566 Snowy woodland with water and (bridge) Print 5.5 x 3.5

567 Snow covered trees and bushes with mountains in distance Print 5.5 x 3.5

568 Mountain gorge with road or railway along left cliff Print 5.5 x 3.25

569 Desert landscape with (river) in middle ground Print 5.5 x 3.25

570 Large waterfall in forest Print 5.5 x 3.25

571 Steep sided river valley running through mountains Print 5.5 x 3.25

572 Steep sided river valley running through mountains Print 5.5 x 3.25

573 Snow covered road through woods Print 5.5 x 3.5

574 Snow covered mountains with small trees in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.5

575 Snow covered forest with river in middleground Print 5.5 x 3.5

576 Harbor with moored ships and quay on left Print 5.5 x 3.25

577 Large houses mostly obscured by trees with grass in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25

578 Trees covered in Spanish moss with water in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

579 Hillside with several dead looking trees and wooded hilltop in distance Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

580 Tree and bushes silhouetted in foreground with mist/clouds behind Print 5.5 x 3.25

581 Deer between two trees with grassy hill in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

582 At top of waterfall looking towards steeply sided mountain valley Print 5.5 x 3.25

583 Snow covered road through woods Print 6.25 x 4.25 Includes second print 7" x 5" that may be the original

584 Snow covered road through woods Print 6.25 x 4.25

585 Snow covered woods Print 6.25 x 4.5

586 Snow covered woods Print 6.5 x 4.5

587 Small passenger ship at sea Print 5.75 x 3.5

588 Wide river with ridgeline in background Print 5 x 4

589 Whitewater Falls, Sapphire NC Print 7 x 5 168 written on rear in pencil

590 Two small children walking along leaf covered forest road Print 7 x 5

591 Snow covered woods with wooded hillside in background Print 7.5 x 4.75

592 River or lake with buildings on far bank and higher hills in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75

593 Beach with people playing in sand and standing in the ocean Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.75 Negative was 77

594 River or lake with buildings on far bank and higher hills in background Print 5.75 x 3.75 Blurred

595 Boats on water with Warner's Sugar sign visible on far shore Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 75. Writing on negative identifies as (River) Hudson

596 Snow covered tree lined residential street Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

597 Snow covered tree on residential street Print 5.5 x 3.5

598 Looking down on dirt road through forest Print 5.5 x 3

599 Man standing at side of dirt road, with tree and scrub Print 5.5 x 3

600 Dirt road, with tree and scrub Print 5.5 x 3

601 Trees in foreground with faint outline of distant mountains in background Print 5.25 x 3

602 Dirt track with trees and scrub Print 5.25 x 3

603 Woman standing at side of dirt road, with tree and scrub Print 5.5 x 3.25

604 Trees in foreground with faint outline of distant valley in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

605 Leaf covered path through forest Print 5.5 x 3.25

606 Dirt track with rocky outcrop, trees and scrub Print 5.5 x 3.25

607 Park area with  benches and palm trees, and houses in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

608 Trees covered in Spanish moss Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative was 78

609 Scrub with (inlet, barrier island and ocean behind) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 6 x 3.5 Negative was 78. Indistinct writing on edge

610 Ship at sea Print 5.75 x 3.5 Faint

611 Trees and benches with houses in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

612 Large (agave) plant, with woman on extreme right of frame Print 5.75 x 3.5

613 Passenger train running alongside river Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions refer to fully exposed area of print

614 Bi-plane flying, tree tops visible at lower edge of frame Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions refer to fully exposed area of print

615 Bi-plane landing or taking off, with trees in background Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions refer to fully exposed area of print

616 Large (agave) plant Print 5.75 x 3.5

617 Large (agave) plant, with woman standing behind Print 5.75 x 3.5

618 Bend in river running through valley with wooded banks Print 5.5 x 3.25

619 Dirt road in forest (with ruts) Print 5.5 x 3.25

620 Trees and benches with houses in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

621 Water with  wooden shoreline in background Print 3 x 2 Indecipherable writing on edge of print

622 Rock face with boulder on ledge Print 5 x 3.25 See also robb 773

623 Trees and bushes silhouetted against sky. "Sunset from Daddy's Window July 1922" written on rear Jul-22 Print 3 x 2 Dimensions refer to fully exposed area of print

624 Trees in foreground, mountain range at lower edge of frame and clouds Print 3.5 x 2.5

625 Trees and bushes silhouetted against sky. "Sunset from Daddy's Window July 1922" written on rear Jul-22 Print 3 x 2 Dimensions refer to fully exposed area of print

626 Boardwalk with flags hanging at side Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2 Negative was 48

627 Two women and a man on leaf covered forest track Print 5 x 4

628 Snow covered bushes Print 5 x 3

629 Building with E W Grove Investments sign, and two cars parked on street in foreground Negative 3.5 x 2.25

630 Trees and scrub land Negative 3.5 x 2.25

631 Woman and man sitting on fallen tree, woman is holding a bag Negative 4.25 x 3.25

632 Woman and man standing, woman is resting her head on the man's shoulder Negative 5.5 x 3.25

633 Woman and man standing, man is holding hat Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75

634 Woman in (fur coat) standing in front of bush with house in the background. Labelled Mother Negative 4.25 x 2.5

635 Small child sitting on sofa with lamp in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

636 Two young boys standing either side of a tree, one boy has a satchel Negative 4.25 x 2.5

637 Man and two women standing next to a car Negative 4.25 x 2.5

638 Three women wearing hats and (fur) coats Negative 4.25 x 2.5

639 Man standing in front of flowering shrub, with (a bag) in one hand Negative 5.5 x 3.25

640 Man and boy standing with a bicycle, with Battery Park hotel in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "24" written in pencil on rear of print

641 Wooded hills (with farther hills in background) Negative 5.25 x 3.25

642 Wooded hills with (powerlines) in foreground Negative 4.25 x 2.5

643 Wooded hills Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Darker version of robb 642?

644 Wooded hills Negative 4.25 x 2.5

645 Parade on (Patton Avenue) with Victory Arch in background Negative 4 x 3

646 Parade on (Patton Avenue) with Victory Arch in background Negative 4 x 3

647 Parade on (Patton Avenue) with Victory Arch in background Negative 4 x 3

648 "Logging Trail Yancey Co. NC. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

649 Wooded banks of river, with reflections Negative 5.5 x 3.25

650 Looking down on a valley with large mountain in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

651 Looking down on a valley with fences in valley bottom Negative 5.5 x 3.25

652 Looking along ridgeline with hills in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2036 which is almost same view

653 Stream in woods Negative 5.5 x 3.25

654 Dirt road in woods Negative 5.5 x 3.25

655 Animals in field with fence running horizontally across frame Negative 5.5 x 3.25

656 Looking down on wooded valley with mountains in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

657 River running through forest. House on one bank Negative 5.5 x 3.25

658 Hillside with grass in foreground and trees behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

659 "Swannanoa River Above Biltmore Village. Photo by Robb" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

660 River with trees on banks Negative 5.5 x 3.25

661 Hillside with grass in foreground and trees behind Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

662 Hillside with grass in foreground and trees behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

663 Lake with wooded shores and mountain in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

664 Lake with wooded shores Negative 5.5 x 3.25

665 Pack Square, Jackson Building and Vance Monument Negative 4.75 x 2.75

666 (Photographic) store interior, with man behind counter, and another browsing Negative 4.75 x 2.75

667 (Photographic) store interior, with (woman) behind counter Negative 4.75 x 2.75

668 (Photographic) store interior, with (person) behind counter Negative 4.75 x 2.75

669 Looking down on beach and ocean, part of (pier) visible to one side Negative 4.25 x 2.5

670 Mitchell's Monument on Mount Mitchell Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Includes overlay (6 x 3.25) with description that may actually be a separate negative

671 (Girls basketball team with ball) (1924) Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.75 6.75 x 4.5 Top of negative has been cut

672 (Girls basketball team with ball) (1924) Negative 6.5 x 4.75 Negative is damaged

673 (Girls basketball team sitting on steps) (1924) Negative 6.5 x 4.75 Negative is damaged

674 "Burnsville NC. [Photo by] John G. Robinson" Negative 6.5 x 4.75 Negative is damaged

675 Trees in a forest Negative 6.5 x 4.75 Negative is very dark, and top has been cut

676 Grove Park Inn "401 10-12-14" 10/12/1914 Negative 6.25 x 4.25

677 Grove Park Inn "403 10-12-14" 10/12/1914 Negative 6.25 x 4.25



678 Grove Park Inn and golf course "406 10-12-14" 10/12/1914 Negative 6.25 x 4.25

679 Golfers at Grove Park Inn "2" Negative 6.25 x 4.25

680 "Celo's Mt., Mt. Mitchell Range. Robinson 74" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

681 "Chunn's Cove near Asheville. 17 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

682 "Kanuga Lake Hendersonvill NC.  38 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

683 "Montreat, Black Mt. NC. Robinson 58" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

684 "V.P. 26 Robinson" [Road running through hills] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

685 Man sitting on large rock at edge of river or lake Negative 4.75 x 3.75

686 Large rock at edge of river or lake Negative 4.75 x 3.75

687 Looking down lake with hills in background and (small boat) in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

688 Woman wearing hat and sitting on rail (of boardwalk) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

689 African American man standing, wearing hat and holding walking stick Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

690 (Boardwalk over dunes) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negatives is very dark

691 Church (All Souls Cathedral Biltmore) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

692 Large building with dome structure on roof and wide street to one side Negative 5.5 x 3.25

693 "Mt. Mitchell In The Distance, Asheville NC.  27 Robinson" Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

694 "Public Grounds Washington DC. Photo by Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

695 "Swannanoa River Asheville NC. Robinson 22" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

696 Tree covered hillside with house in far distance Negative 5.5 x 3.25

697 "Mt. Mitchell NC. Robinson 54" [Mitchell Monument] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

698 "B94" (Waterfalls) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 "(3-Smaha)" written on edge of negative

699 "Mt. Pisgah and The Rat. Pisgah From School" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

700 "Evening Sunset Victoria Drive. 60 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

701 "Robinson 73" [Looking across valley to a mountain] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

702 "Robinson 64" [Looking across valley to distant hills, with two small huts in foreground] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

703 Looking down on cloud filled valley Negative 5 x 3

704 Cloudburst Negative 5.5 x 3.25

705 "Mountain Range Near Asheville NC. Robinson 61" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

706 Cloudland [Clouds in valley] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

707 Two women in hats standing in front of tree, one woman has a fur stole Negative 4.25 x 2.5

708 Two women in hats, and( young lady) standing in front of tree, one woman has a fur stole Negative 4.25 x 2.5

709 Desk and bookcase in a house Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

710 Bedroom with foot of bed, rocking chair and dresser with mirror Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

711 Bedroom with stairs visible through open doorway Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

712

Four images: Three of two women on a (fairground) ride, and one of a woman standing with two small 

children Negative 6.5 x 4.5

713 Desk and bookcase in a house Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

714 Bedroom with foot of bed, chair, radiator, and dresser with mirror Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

715 Bureau with elephant ornament and (a bed) Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

716 House interior with round table Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

717 House interior with round table and stairs in background Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5

718 House interior with round table and open doorway in background Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5 See also robb 1610

719 House interior with piano Negative 6.5 x 4.5

720 Group of five women and three men, sitting and standing on grass with bushes behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

721 Group of five women and three men, sitting and standing on grass with bushes behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

722 Man and woman with three children with butter churn, and barn in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

723 Man and woman standing near steps outside house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

724 Man and woman on front porch swing Negative 4.25 x 2.5

725 Man and woman on front porch swing Negative 4.25 x 2.5

726 Two women on front porch swing with child standing behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

727 Grassed area in foreground with trees behind [Unidentified shading in center] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

728 Grassed area in foreground with house in background, and woman in center Negative 4.25 x 2.5

729 Woman playing piano Negative 4.25 x 2.5

730 Young child wearing wings Negative 4.25 x 2.5

731 Woman playing piano Negative 4.25 x 2.5

732 Young girl holding a kitten and sitting near house steps Negative 4.25 x 2.5

733 House with balcony with plants growing underneath Negative 4.25 x 2.5

734 Looking down lake with wooded banks Negative 4.25 x 2.5

735 House with front porch and gables Negative 4.25 x 2.5

736 Young child wearing wings Negative 4.25 x 2.5

737 Pinnacle [Trees in foreground with mountain in background] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

738 Looking across slope of hillside to wooded valley Negative 5.5 x 3.25

739 Man with hat in hand, standing in front of bushes and trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25

740 Man with hat in hand, standing in front of bushes and trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25

741 Distant hills and tree to one side of frame Negative 5.5 x 3.25

742 Man standing on forest track Negative 5.5 x 3.25

743 Forest scene Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative damaged in center

744 Forest track Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative damaged in center

745 Wooded valley in foreground with range of hills in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly Mt. Mitchell as similar to robb 746

746 Mt. Mitchell Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar to robb 745

747 River with cascades Negative 5.5 x 3.25

748 House interior with dresser with mirror and window Negative 5.5 x 3.25

749 House interior with dresser with mirror and basket of flowers Negative 5.5 x 3.25

750 House interior, cabinet with framed photographs on top Negative & Print 5 x 3 5.75 x 3.5 "4" printed on rear of print

751 Bed with pictures hanging on wall and dresser in corner Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 "4" printed on rear of print

752 Room with two doors, chairs and vase of flowers Negative 5.25 x 3.25

753 Room with round table with vase of flowers on top, stairs visible in background Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "4" printed on rear of print

754 House interior with table with (lamp) on it Negative 5.25 x 3.25

755

Man sitting in chair next a doll holding a flag. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton 

Avenue Asheville NC" Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Includes second print 6.75 x 4.25

756 Two women and four children standing and sitting in front of small house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

757 Large brick building with two chimneys, (bell) tower on roof and two trees in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Print is torn

758 Large brick building with two chimneys Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25 Print is badly damaged and torn

759 Group of eleven men , women, and children standing in front of a bush with house in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

760 Man with steer on a rope harness Negative 5.5 x 3.25

761 Small girl and boy standing near flower bed with gabled building in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

762 Two boys standing near flower bed with gabled building in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

763 Group of four women, two men and a boy standing in front of shrubbery Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

764 Two women and a man standing in front of shrubbery, one woman holding the man's arm Negative 5.5 x 3.25

765 Tall thin tree with (lake) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

766 Lake with tree to one side of frame and wooded shore in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

767 Three women standing in front of a building with small outside lamp Negative 5.5 x 3.25

768 Women standing behind low wall outside house with vine plant growing nearby Negative 5.5 x 3.25

769 Man standing in front of rock face Negative 5.5 x 3.25

770 Woman, man and boy standing under trellis arch Negative 5.5 x 3.25

771 Woman standing with flowers in front, small child behind, and house in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

772 Woman standing behind shrub Negative 5.5 x 3.25

773 Rock face with boulder on ledge Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative is damaged. See also robb 622

774 Trees with rock face in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

775 Man standing in front of trees with mountain in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar viewpoint to robb 776

776 Trees with mountain in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Similar viewpoint to robb 775

777 Woman pointing at flower in a garden Negative 5.5 x 3.25

778 (Houses and trees) Negative 6.5 x 4.5 Negative is very dark

779 Large building (courthouse) built 1908 with clock tower and Register of Deeds in window Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.75 x 4.75 "Printed" written in pencil on rear of print

780 "Town (Burnsville) with mountain ridge in background. John G. Robinson" Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.75 x 4.75

781 "Near Burnsville NC. John G. Robinson" Negative 6.5 x 4.5

782 "Burnsville NC" Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.75 x 4.75

783 Woman holding hands with small child, large building on hilltop in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

784 Child wearing jester fancy dress and standing in yard Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

785 Man in bed, looking at vase of flowers Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

786 Man in bed, looking at vase of flowers Negative 5.5 x 3.25

787 Man in bed, looking at vase of flowers Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

788 Vase of flowers [next to man in bed] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

789 Two boys at screen door Negative 4 x 3.25 30 written on negative

790 Man with blanket over legs, sitting next to a bed Negative 5.5 x 3.25

791 Man with blanket over legs, (sitting next to a bed) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

792 Man with blanket over legs, (sitting next to a bed) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

793 Two women holding babies with shrubs in background Negative 3 x 2.5 18 written on negative

794 Three children, one is holding a bucket Negative 4.25 x 2.5 19 written on negative

795 Boy on horse Negative 4.25 x 2.5

796 Chickens in yard Negative 4.25 x 2.5

797 Woman (holding flowers) with fence in middle distance and garden behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

798 Woman sitting on grass holding copy of Uncle Tom's Cabin Negative 4.25 x 2.5

799 Three children (holding chickens) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

800 Looking along path towards Grove Park Inn. 9/8/1920 Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5  John G. Robinson and date written on negative

801 Looking along path towards Grove Park Inn. Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 "168732070" stamped on edge of negative

802 Steps leading to Grove Park Inn, road in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

803 Road with bank with tree on one side Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

804 Double exposure of "two" [really one]  women sitting in front of long leaved plants Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

805 Two women on pathway, one standing and one sitting on low wall at side Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

806 "Chimney Rock Mt. Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

807 "Hickory Nut Falls. Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

808 "Celo's Knob Near Mt. Mitchell. 70 Robinson" Negative 5.5 x 3.25

809 "Chimney Rock. Robb." Negative 5.5 x 3.25

810 Boy in hat fishing in fast flowing river Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

811 Man wearing Derby fishing in fast flowing river with another  man watching Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

812 Man fishing and man standing with fishing pole near waterfall Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

813 Man and woman sitting on steps in front of house, woman has arm around man's neck Negative 4.75 x 2.75



814 Pasture with fence and trees in background Negative 4.75 x 2.75

815 Lake with (line across) and trees on distant shore Negative 4.75 x 2.75

816 Man standing next to gravestone of William Cover and his wife Mary Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.5 x 3.5 See also robb 2040

817

Man wearing hat standing with two women in yard with house in background. Robinson's embossed on 

negative Negative 4.75 x 2.75

818 Building with Coca Cola signs either side of door and name sign over Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.5 x 3.25

819 Two women and two men sitting in rockers on front porch Negative 2.75 x 1.75

820 Woman and two men sitting in front of a tree trunk Negative 2.5 x 1.75 4 written on negative

821 Tops of trees in foreground with hills in middle and far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

822 Tops of trees in foreground with hills in middle and far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

823 Trees in foreground with hills in middle and far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

824 Looking across slope of hillside to wooded valley and distant mountains Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

825 Tops of trees in foreground with hills in middle and far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

826 Ranges of hills with two buildings in middle distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

827 Ranges of hills with one building in middle distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

828 Tops of trees in foreground with hills in middle and far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Negative is damaged. "t" written in pencil on rear of print

829 Trees in foreground with distant hills visible in gap through center of image Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

830 Trees in foreground with hills in distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

831 (Pasture) in foreground, trees in center and mountain in far distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "t" written in pencil on rear of print

832 Trees in foreground and middleground, with mountains in distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 Negative is damaged. "t" written in pencil on rear of print

833 Two men and four women wearing bathing costumes and standing in a line at the beach Negative 5.5 x 3.25

834 Woman standing behind bush with palms and street sign in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

835 Woman standing on boardwalk with stole around her neck Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.5 x 1.75

836 Yonkers (beach) Negative 2.5 x 1.75

837 Large (agave) plant, with woman standing behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 617

838 Large (hotel) building with front veranda and bench in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

839 Woman and man sitting on rocks, man has hat on his thigh Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

840 Two women standing in front of trees and bushes Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

841 House with woman sitting on front porch and child on lawn Negative 4.25 x 2.5

842 Looking up at Chimney Rock Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on postcard. See robb 891

843 Looking up at people on Chimney Rock Negative 4.75 x 2.75

844 People climbing steps at Chimney Rock Negative 4.75 x 2.75

845 Cars parked on mountain road (at Chimney Rock). "M13" Negative 4.75 x 2.75

846 Cars parked on mountain road (at Chimney Rock). "M19" Negative 4.75 x 2.75

847 Mountain scenery (at Chimney Rock).  "M20" Negative 4.75 x 2.75

848 Looking across to Chimney Rock. "M18" Negative 4.75 x 2.75

849 Looking across to Chimney Rock. "M11" Negative 4.75 x 2.75

850 People walking on promenade lined with palm trees Negative 5.5 x 3.25

851 Two women and a man standing in front of a large bush Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

852 Three women standing in front of a large bush Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "5" written in pencil on rear of print

853 Woman and man standing in front of large bush Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "5" written in pencil on rear of print

854 Four women and a man with trees in background, two women sitting on a bench Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1861

855 Woman standing in front of monument to Dexter Edgar Converse Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75

856 Woman standing in front of monument to Dexter Edgar Converse Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75

857 Man and woman kissing over a hedge, second woman with rolling pin Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

858 Two men standing in garden with part of a bicycle visible in the background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

859 Two women and a man standing in front of house, women have linked arms with the man Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

860 Five women dressed as maids in yard with house and trellis arch in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

861 Five women in yard with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

862 Three women in yard with house in background, woman in center is being lifted Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

863 Three women and a man in yard with house in background, man is being lifted by two of the women Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

864 Seven women dressed as maids with cleaning tools Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

865 Seven women and man in yard with house in the background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

866 Two women in yard, one is holding something Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

867 Woman in yard, dressed as a maid and holding two rolling pins Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

868 Two women in yard with brushes, one has a fake insect on her leg Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

869 Man in yard looking at kitchen equipment Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

870 Seven women dressed as maids with cleaning tools Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

871 Two women in yard with kitchen tools Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

872 Woman in yard, dressed as a maid and holding two rolling pins Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

873 Woman in yard, dressed as a maid and holding rolling pin Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

874 Three women in yard dressed as maids, two are holding rolling pins Negative 4.25 x 2.5

875 Two women next to a dead tree with a Danger Sign on it Negative 5.5 x 3.25

876

Four women, man, young man and two young women standing and sitting in yard with house in 

background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

877 Woman and man standing in garden with bicycle wheel in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

878 Three women and two men standing in garden, with man's hat in center foreground Negative 4.25 x 2.5

879 Three women standing in yard with house in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

880 Two women sitting and two men standing in yard with trellis arch in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

881 Man standing in yard with bicycle in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

882 Man standing in yard with bicycle in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

883 Six women and two men standing in two rows with house in the background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

884 Boy in (sailor uniform) with house and trellis in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

885 Woman holding rose bush with bicycle wheel visible in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

886 Woman standing next to rose bush growing up trellis arch Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

887 Two women standing next to rose bush growing up trellis arch Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

888 Woman standing behind rose bush with bicycle wheel visible in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

889 Woman standing behind rose bush with bicycle wheel visible in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

890 Woman standing behind rose bush Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

891 Looking up at Chimney Rock Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See robb 842. Bottom of negative is cut

892 Woman in hat and long coat standing among pines Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

893 Picture of a man in a frame Negative 7 x 5

894 Rock face with trees in foreground and on rocks Negative 4.25 x 2.5

895 Rock face with trees in foreground and on rocks Negative 4.25 x 2.5

896

Two women, man, and two children, man and boy are holding hats, and further woman walking away in 

background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

897 Three women, man and younger woman who is holding (a bag) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

898 Woman on forest path with wooden rail to one side Negative 4.25 x 2.5

899 Man and woman standing in front of rock face (and waterfall) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

900 Waterfall with two drops over rock face Negative 4.25 x 2.5

901 Three men, two holding hats, with shrubs in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

902 Woman and two boys, one boy holding bag and hat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

903 Woman and man, who is wearing boater, standing in front of shrubbery Negative 5.5 x 3.25

904 Three men standing next to a car Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25 Negative is creased

905 Man and woman standing next to car Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25

906 Man holding hat and sitting on a rock Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

907 Strip of two negatives, man and boy holding (a picture) Negative 2.5 x 1.75 Dimension is for individual negative. Negatives have indecipherable writing

908 Strip of two negatives, one of man with hands on hips, other of two men together Negative 2.5 x 1.75 Dimension is for individual negative

909 Church (All Souls Cathedral Biltmore) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative has staining

910 Church (All Souls Cathedral Biltmore) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

911 "From Chimney Top" [Looking down on cars parked along mountain road, with houses on one side] Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

912 Man holding hat and standing by a (dead) tree Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25 Negative has staining

913 Boy standing with (rock face) and trees in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

914 Forest trail Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative is damaged

915 Path through trees with (Capitol Building) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

916 People (at picnic) with large pail and trees with Spanish Moss in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

917 People (at picnic) trees with Spanish Moss in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

918 People (at event) trees with Spanish Moss in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75 Same event as robb 916 and 917?

919 Woman (at beach) Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2

920

Strip of two negatives, one of two woman with ocean in background, and one of ocean with rail in 

foreground Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 3 x 2.25 Dimension is for individual negative. Print of ocean and rail only

921 Small boats on ocean Negative 2.5 x 1.75

922 Store interior, Dunn-Pen display in foreground, and woman behind counter Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.5 3.75 x 3.25 "R" written in pencil on rear of print. See also robb 1537

923 Store interior, woman behind counter Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.5 3.75 x 3.25 "2" written in pencil on rear of print

924 Store interior, Dunn-Pen display in foreground and woman standing in front of counter Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.5 3.75 x 3.5 "R" written in pencil on rear of print

925 Woman standing on street behind parking sign Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.5 3.5 x 3.25 "2" written in pencil on rear of print

926 Boy on horse Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

927 Girl sitting outside house with cat and dog Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

928 Boy on bicycle with three US flags visible on handlebars Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

929 Boy on bicycle with five US flags visible Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

930 Boy standing holding bicycle with US flags, and house in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

931 Boy standing holding bicycle with US flags Negative 5.5 x 3.25

932 Boy on bicycle with five US flags visible Negative 5.5 x 3.25

933 Woman and man standing in front of flowering shrub Negative 5.5 x 3.25

934 Boy on horse with smaller boy standing next to him Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

935 Boy on bicycle with US flags and older boy in uniform standing next to him Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

936 Two boys and a girl sitting in buggy with a horse in harness Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

937 Man sitting with shoulder against tree trunk Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

938 Five women, man and boy sitting on steps in front of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

939 Man and woman (onboard boat) with metal railing behind them Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.75

940 Man and woman sitting with brick wall partially behind them Negative 4.5 x 2.5

941 Man and woman sitting with brick wall partially behind them Negative 4.5 x 2.5

942 Man and woman standing in front of a house, woman has her hand on a low wall Negative 4.5 x 2.5

943 Man and woman standing in front of (french doors) Negative 4.5 x 2.5

944 Two women sitting in a wheeled rickshaw with pier behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

945 Two women sitting in a wheeled rickshaw with pier behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

946 Two women sitting in a wheeled rickshaw with ocean behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25



947

Man and woman with two (younger girls) standing outside house with screened porch, man is holding a 

baby Negative 5.5 x 3.25

948 Boy standing in front of tree with (grocery store) in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

949 Boy standing near a house with (grocery store) in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

950 Stream in woods with (rock face on one bank) Negative 4 x 2.5

951 Woman and man standing both holding a hat Negative 2.5 x 1.75

952 Man holding hat standing with woman with tree (and rock) in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

953 Three men standing behind rock Negative 2.5 x 1.75

954 Looking up at Chimney Rock Negative 2.5 x 1.75

955 "Road to Asheville School Asheville NC. 23 Robinson" Negative 5.75 x 3.25

956 "Biltmore House. Robinson" 1913 Negative 5.75 x 3.25 Negative originally captioned Vanderbilt House

957 "Biltmore House Asheville NC. 14 Robinson" Negative 5.75 x 3.25 Negative is damaged

958 "Mt. Mitchell. 67 Robinson" Negative 5.75 x 3.25

959  Man (and three boys) on (lifeguard) pier in lake Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.25 x 2.25

960 Man and woman at end of (lifeguard) pier in lake Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are paper size, actual print area is 3.25" x 2.25"

961 Man standing near lake with (lifeguard) pier in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

962 Woman wearing hat standing in front of tree with her hand on a fence rail Negative 3.25 x 2.25

963 Woman wearing hat standing amongst trees with lake in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

964 Man wearing cap sitting on fence rail with trees in the background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

965 Man wearing cap sitting on rock in forest Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.25

966 Man standing next to open car door Negative 3.25 x 2.25

967 Lake with buildings on distant shore Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.25 x 2

968 Woman leaning on car Negative 3.25 x 2.25

969 Man and boy standing with house in background, boy is holding something Negative 3.25 x 2.25

970 Residential area with circular fence in foreground and houses behind Negative 4.25 x 3.25

971 Man standing next to building with Bucyrus Evansville sign Negative 4.25 x 3.25

972 Looking up a slope to large building (Battery Park Hotel) Negative 4.25 x 3.25

973 Two children sitting on path with chicken standing near Negative 4.25 x 2.5

974 Excavator with (Battery Park) hillside in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

975 Three people on verandah (of Battery park Hotel) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

976 Four children in (horse) cart with straight back chairs Negative 4.25 x 2.5

977 Three boys on a soapbox Negative 4.25 x 2.5

978 House with two rockers on front stoop and two tall trees in yard Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 4.75 x 3.25 Print shows part of negative area

979 Woman sitting on chair on front porch Negative 5.5 x 3.25

980 Trees in foreground with tops of houses visible behind Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5 x 3.5 Print shows part of negative area

981 Woman standing with her back against front porch post Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 4.75 x 3.25 Print shows part of negative area

982 Two women sitting in wicker chairs on front porch Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5 x 3

983 Woman and man sitting in wicker chairs on front porch Negative 5.5 x 3.25

984 Woman standing in front of trellis and climbing plant Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

985 Man with one foot on running board of car and second man standing behind the car Negative 5.5 x 3.25

986 Parked car loaded with luggage Negative 5.5 x 3.25

987 Parked car loaded with luggage and man in driver's seat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

988 Eden (train) Depot with man and woman standing near tracks and another man sitting nearby Negative 4.75 x 2.75 End of Train #3 written on negative

989 Building with ice cream parlor and coffee tea cocoa signs, and people watching a band Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.5 x 3.25

990 Building with steps to castellated doorway and top of sign with Please on it in foreground Negative 4.75 x 2.75

991 Large four story building with sloping roof Negative 4.75 x 2.75

992 Young girl holding (small animal) with plants growing behind her Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.75

993 Woman, man and young girl standing with plants growing behind them Negative 4.25 x 2.5

994 Baby sitting on wicker chair Negative 3.25 x 2.25

995 Woman standing on dirt track with (flowers) in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

996 Young man standing on running board of car Negative 3.25 x 2.25

997 Man and woman cuddling on (log) with (flowers) in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25 Negative is creased

998 Man and woman cuddling on (log) with (flowers) in background Negative 3.25 x 2.25

999 Woman sitting in wicker chair with man standing behind her Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1000 Man standing with young girl standing next to him on a (wooden crate) Negative 6.5 x 4.5

1001 Large house with gable front porch and wood boarded front walk Negative 6.5 x 4.5

1002 Man with mustache wearing bow tie and vest, viewed from waist up Negative 6.5 x 4.5

1003 Man and woman sitting in chairs with two young men standing behind them Negative 6.5 x 4.5

1004 Four women, a man, and a young boy standing with trees in background Negative 6.5 x 4.5 Negative is damaged

1005 Face of boy Negative 6.5 x 4.5 Negative is damaged. Same as robb 1006 & 1007?

1006 Face of boy Negative 6.5 x 4.5 Negative is damaged. Same as robb 1005 & 1007?

1007 Face of boy Negative 6.5 x 4.5 Same as robb 1005 & 1006?

1008 "E W Grove Park tractor with trailers lined up behind.  37. 11-14-13 Robinson" 1913 Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.25 6.75 x 4.5 "Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. See also robb 1700

1009 Five woman, two men, and a boy standing in front of large shrub, boy is holding a hat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1010 Man with mustache sitting outside in upright chair with window behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1011 Man with mustache sitting on steps in front of house, with hat placed near him Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1158

1012 Man with mustache standing by brick column of house with one hand resting on top of wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1013 Walkway with wood planks running alongside fence and buildings with hills in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1014 House with four people sitting on the front porch an woman and child on front steps Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1015 House with (wrap around) porch, tree in centerground and mountains behind Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1016 Bend in river with wooded banks Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.25 "2" written in pencil on rear of print

1017 Wooded hillside with small building in center Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1018 (Wooden walkway) in foreground, hedgerow in center and mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1019 Metal bridge with wood fence Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1020 Valley floor with (bushes or corn stacks) and mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1021 Bridge with low parapets (crossing river) Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1022 Small child sitting on rock in front of hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1023 Small child standing on rock in front of hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1120

1024 Small child laying in grass Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1025 Two small boys in (flower garden) with house in background Negative 3 x 2.25

1026 Two women sitting, woman and man standing, with wooden fence in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1027 Woman in check skirt standing next to (equipment with a wheel) Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1028 Man with mustache sitting with three small children Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1872

1029 Two women and a young girls sitting on grass with a building in the background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1030 Young girl standing on grass with small animal and house behind her Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1031 Woman in check skirt standing next to (equipment with a wheel) Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1032 Young boy in knickerbockers standing with hat in one hand Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1033 Two women, one standing one sitting, with a young girl and building in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1034 Man with mustache, two women and three children with house in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1035 Young woman standing on grass with house behind her Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1036 Woman and man sitting in field with bridge in the background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1037 Woman sitting on front steps of house holding a baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1038 Three men and a woman standing next to car, two small children sitting on car Negative 3.5 x 3.5 Negative is damaged

1039 Three women, one elderly, and young child Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1040 Woman sitting on front steps of house holding a baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1041 Young man and woman with a younger boy standing with trees and wooden structure in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1042 Two women, one standing one sitting, with a young child and building in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1043 Young girl sitting on wooden chair in yard with house in the background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1044 Baby sitting on wood (pier) with barrel nearby on ground Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1045 Man standing next to horse Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1046 Three small children sitting on wooden steps to house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1047 Baby sitting on blanket in grass with (daises) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1048 Woman sitting (on rocks) holding baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1049 Woman sitting with baby in (field of daises) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1050 Woman sitting (on rocks) holding baby wearing a hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1051 Baby sitting on blanket with trees and fence in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1052 Baby sitting on blanket in grass with (daises) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1053 Man on horse Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1054 Two women sitting on straight back chairs in yard with fence behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1055 Woman and man standing in front of trees, woman is wearing a fancy hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1056 Woman wearing fancy hat standing in yard Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1057 Man standing in yard waving with hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1058 Two woman sitting, one has child on her knee Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1059 Man in yard with small child on his shoulder Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1060 Woman sitting on chair on front stoop with man on steps next to her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1061 Woman sitting in yard (knitting) with small child sitting on ground next to her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1062 Two women sitting in yard with flowers and fence behind them Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1063 Man wearing hat standing in yard Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1064 Two woman sitting, one has child on her knee Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1065 Baby sitting on (lounger) in yard Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1066 Man wearing hat and overcoat standing in yard Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1067 Woman sitting in yard with boy standing next to her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1068 (Two young men) standing in yard one is wearing shorts Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1069 Three young girls in yard with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1070 Girl standing in yard with hands on her hips Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1071 Woman standing near tree with hat in hand and building behind her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1072 Woman sitting on ground with three women two men and a boy standing around her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1073 Baby laying prone (in field of daises) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1074 Four women, two men and two babies sitting and standing  with roof of building in the background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1075 Woman wearing large hat standing in front of shrubbery Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1076 Child sitting in yard and wearing a cowboy hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 537

1077 Child sitting in Bushel bucket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1078 Man on horse waving hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1079 Farm cabin with track leading to it in foreground Negative 4.25 x 2.5



1080 Field of crops growing with buildings in middle distance and mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1081 Field of (daises) with trees behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1082 Field of (daises) with trees and mountains behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1083 Stream in woods with (boulders) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1084 Stream in woods with (boulders) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1085 Fence (with gate) and tree covered hillside in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1086 Field of (daises) with trees behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1087 Field of (daises) with trees and mountains behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1088 Stream in woods with (boulders) and trees on far bank Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1089 Stream in woods Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1090 Tree overhanging stream in woods Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1091 House with field (of daises) in foreground and mountains behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1092 Stream with post and rail fence Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1093 Stream with mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1094 Five stacks of (corn) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1095 Fields (of crops and daises) in foreground with high mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1096 Building amongst trees with mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1097 (Fallen tree) with scrub behind and mountains in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1098 Large group of people with pony and trap on foreground and house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is damaged

1099 Large group of people with pony and trap on foreground and house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1100 Two men chopping down a tree Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1101 Two men working in field (with pickaxe) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1102 Man holding two buckets Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1103 Two men plowing field with horses Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1104 Cows in fenced enclosure Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1105 Woman with bucket standing next to cow Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1106 Woman with bucket standing next to cow Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1107 Cows in fenced enclosure Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1108 Two men plowing field with horses Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1109 Three men with mules (hauling a log) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1110 Three men with mules (hauling a log) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1111 Two men working in field Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1112 Corn growing in field with mountains in background Negative 4 x 3.25

1113 Three women standing with river behind them, two are holding (flowers) Negative 4 x 3.25

1114 Woman standing amongst flowers with (church) building behind her Negative 4 x 3.25

1115 Woman sitting and (man) standing  and holding hands, building with Welcome sign in background Negative 4 x 3.25 See also 1222

1116 Woman standing in front of house with balconies on two levels, another person sitting on one deck Negative 4 x 2.5

1117 Woman and (man) sitting and embracing with stone and brick wall behind Negative 4 x 2.5

1118 Two women one with umbrella standing next to shrub Negative 4 x 2.5

1119 Two women embracing with part of table in foreground Negative 4 x 2.5

1120 Small child wearing hat standing on rock in front of hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1023

1121 Woman standing in front of plants (and balcony) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1122 Two women, man and two children in car, one child is behind steering wheel Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1123 Two women, man and two children in car, man is behind steering wheel Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1124 Small boy standing wearing hat and boa holding a bag Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

1125 Small child sitting wearing hat and (boa) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1126 Small child sitting on grass with bag Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1127 Man sitting on grass with trees in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1128 Man standing at edge of forest track waving hat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1129 Man standing and holding gourds Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1130 Woman standing and holding gourds Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1131 Woman holding (floral hat) with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1132 Two women laying in floral bank with balconies above Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1133 Baby sitting on blanket among (tobacco) plants Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1134 Naked baby sitting on cushions on wooden (seat) Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1135 Women sitting on wooden (seat) with baby on her lap Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1136 Naked baby sitting on cushions on wooden (seat) Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1137 Baby sitting on blanket among (tobacco) plants Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1138 Women sitting on wooden (seat) holding baby standing next to her Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1139 Baby sitting on blanket among (tobacco) plants Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1140 Naked baby sitting on cushions on wooden (seat) Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1141 Women sitting on wooden (seat) holding baby Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1142 Two women, one holding baby, with plant and rooftops in background Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1143 Women sitting on wooden (seat) with baby on her lap Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1144 Naked baby sitting on cushions on wooden (seat) Negative 3.5 x 3.5

1145 Woman in hat kneeling on grass with small child who has bag on shoulder Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3

1146 Small child standing on path, with large bag over his shoulder Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 470 and 471

1147 Small child standing on path, with large bag over his shoulder Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 470 and 471

1148 Small child standing on path, with large bag over his shoulder Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 470 and 471

1149 Small child standing on path, with large bag over his shoulder Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 470 and 471

1150 Woman standing with small child who has a large bag around his neck Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 470 and 471

1151 Woman holding baby with window of house behind her Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1152 Baby in wicker crib with window of house behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1218

1153 Baby in wicker crib with window of house behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1218

1154 "Robinson (C???) Home." [Two women, man and two children outside a log cabin] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1155 Grove Park Inn Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1156 Man in boater standing in front of hedge Negative 3.75 x 3

1157 "Yours Truly T.H. Tracey." [Man standing by (rose bush) Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1158 Man with mustache standing by steps in front of house, with hat placed near him Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1011

1159 Man with mustache sitting on chair on front porch Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1160 Boy wearing feather headdress and hiding behind a chair Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

"Velox Print Robinson's Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. "20" written in pencil 

on rear of print. See also robb 542, 1164 and 1165

1161 Man in bed Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1162 (Tents?) Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is very dark

1163 Woman standing by bushes in front of house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1164 Boy wearing feather headdress and hiding behind a chair Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 542 and 1160

1165 Boy wearing feather headdress and hiding behind a chair Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

"Velox Print Robinson's Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. "10" written in pencil 

on rear of print. See also robb 542, 1160 and 1164

1166 Man in military uniform sitting on metal bench seat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1167 Partial view of large group of people, three women, three men and three children are in frame Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1168 Two women and two men all wearing hats with trees in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1169 Man in military uniform standing next to hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1170 Two men dressed in military uniform Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1171 Man in military uniform standing on dirt road Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1172 Woman in glasses wearing hat and elaborate collar Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1173 Woman in glasses wearing hat and elaborate collar standing with man with mustache Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1174 Man in military uniform standing on dirt road and saluting Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1175 Man in military uniform walking on dirt road Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1176 Man in military uniform standing on dirt road and saluting Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1177 Two girls and a boy all wearing hats, with trees in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1178 Woman and young girl among flowers, building with arched windows in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1179 Boy (in sailor uniform) standing on front steps of house Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1180 "Mountain Cove Dwellers." [Six women, man and boy standing between rocks] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1181 Boy playing the piano Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1182 Two boys sitting on floor in house playing a board game Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1183 Two people wearing false beards with Christmas tree in background and board games on floor Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1184 Two boys playing cards at a table Negative 5.5 x 2.75

1185 Woman playing the piano Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1186 Two boys standing next to table with Christmas tree Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1187 Boy standing on front steps of house Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1188 Woman sitting on front steps of house holding a US flag Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1189 Boy holding US flag and wearing hat with flags standing near house Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1190 Boy holding US flag and wearing hat with flags standing near house Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1191 Boy holding US flag and wearing hat with flags standing near road Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1192 Boy holding US flag and wearing hat with flags standing near road Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1193 Young child holding box camera Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1194 Young child holding box camera photographing man with walking stick Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1195 Woman with box camera photographing boy Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1196 Building with balconies on four levels Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1197 Building with balconies on four levels Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1198 Car on mountain road with man driving and boy in rear seat Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1199 Two young boys, bigger one holding smaller one who is holding (a camera) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1200 Two young boys with woman in check coat who is holding (a camera) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1201 Two young boys, bigger one photographing the smaller one Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1202 Two young boys, smaller one photographing the bigger one Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1203 Small boy walking away from camera with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1204 Two young boys, smaller one is holding a camera Negative 3.25 x 2.25 See also robb 1242, 1243 and other

1205 Naked baby laying face down on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1206 Naked baby laying face up on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1207 Naked baby laying face down on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1208 Naked baby sitting on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1209 Naked baby laying face up on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1210 Naked baby laying face up on blanket Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1211 "Playing Ball" [Number of men in military uniform] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1212 "6000 - 2.22.18" (Large number of men in military uniform) Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is very dark



1213 "6000 - 2.22.18" (Large number of men in military uniform) Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is very dark

1214 (Large number of men in military uniform) Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is very dark

1215 Man in military uniform, three women and two children Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1216 Man in military uniform standing with a woman Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1217 House with two dormers, side (screened) porch and front porch Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1218 Baby in wicker crib with window of house behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1152 and 1153

1219 Building with (bell) tower on roof and two gable on front façade Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1220 "First Dormitory Y.C.I., Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1221 Woman in coat with fur collar standing in front of brick wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1281

1222 Woman and (man) standing  and embracing, building with Welcome sign in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1115

1223 Woman wearing necklace with shrub and house in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1224 Two women, child and baby sitting on grass with building with arch window in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1228 and 1229

1225 Two women (in night clothes) in bedroom Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1226

Two women (one in men's clothes) kneeling with third woman standing and house doorway in 

background Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1231 and 1232

1227 Two women in hats standing a tree lined road with street lamps Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1449

1228 Woman sitting on grass with building with arch window in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1224 and 1229

1229 Two women sitting on grass with building (with arch window) in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1224 and 1228

1230 Two women (in men's clothes) with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1231 Three women standing with brick wall with arches in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1226 and 1232

1232 Two women (in men's clothes) holding hands with a third woman Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1226 and 1231

1233 Young girl (with bow in hair) standing in front of a hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1234 Woman with umbrella standing in front of shrubs Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1235 Young girl (with bow in hair) standing in front of a hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1236 Young girl (with bow in hair) standing in front of a hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1237 Young girl (with bow in hair) holding on to a tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1238 Young girl (with bow in hair) holding on to a tree Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1239 Young girl (with bow in hair) standing in front of a brick wall with a window Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1240 Woman standing amongst flowers holding a small child with (church) building behind her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1241 Two young boys, bigger one is holding a camera Negative 3.25 x 2.25 See also robb 1204, 1243 and others

1242 Woman holding (woman in man's clothes) with building with Welcome sign in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1243 Two young boys, bigger one is holding a camera Negative 3.25 x 2.25 See also robb 1204, 1241 and others

1244 Young child holding camera photographing a woman Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1245 Two small children sitting on running board of car and man standing next to them Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1246 Young girl with bow in her hair and smaller child standing in front of large tree stump Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1247 Man in hat and two children standing on wooden bridge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1248 Two small children and a baby sitting on (rocks by stream) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1249 Woman and young girls sitting on steps to house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1250 Three women at workbench Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1251 Three women standing at (large sink) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1252 Three women at workbench Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1253 "Stanly McCormick Collegiate Inst. Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1254 "Bank of Yancey Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1255 "Yancey County Collegiate Institute Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1256 "Boys Dormitory YCI Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1257 "J E Evans General Store Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1258 "Boys Dorm Stanley McCormick Inst. Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1259 "Stanley McCormick Institute Girls Home, Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1260 "Girls Dormitory Y.C.I. Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1261 Man and woman standing arm in arm in front of large arched doorway (of church) Negative 2.5 x 1.75 See also robb 1265

1262 (Woman wearing frock coat) standing on verandah Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1263 Two women and two men standing with trees behind. Women are wearing hats Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1264 Woman sitting on spare tire of car Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1265 Church with large arched doorway Negative 2.5 x 1.75 See also robb 1261. Negative is damaged

1266 Church with square tower Negative 4.75 x 2.75 See also robb 1271

1267 Woman's head visible between blades of tall grass Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1268 Group of four people, cross is visible in (church) window in background Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1269 Man and woman standing behind tall grass Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1270 Group of four people (in a graveyard) Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1271 Church with square tower Negative 4.75 x 2.75 See also robb 1266

1272 Two women sitting on wide (wooden) stairs Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1273 People in and around parked car, one man has a rifle Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1274 Woman standing on path with Grove Park Inn in background Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1275 Woman sitting on spare tire of car with another person standing nearby Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1276 Child with large hat sitting in grass Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1277 Older woman sitting with two children standing next to her, two windows in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1278 Two women sitting with two children standing next to them, two windows in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1279 Older woman sitting with another woman standing behind her, two windows in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1280 Child with large hat sitting in grass Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1281 Woman in coat with fur collar standing in front of brick wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1221. Negative has been cut

1282 Woman in wide brimmed hat with pine trees in background Negative 4.75 x 2.5

1283 "Hickory Nut Gap" [Valley scene with car partially visible] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1284 Woman standing on path with Grove Park Inn in background Negative 4.75 x 2.5

1285 Three women, man and two children, one women is sitting on a cushion Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1286 Small child with a calf Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1287 Group of adults and children with horse and covered wagon Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1288 Woman and man with hat and watch chain Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1289 Girl in large hat standing with a slightly older boy Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1290 Girl in large hat standing with a slightly older boy Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1291 Girl holding bucket with houses in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1292 Child in yard with house in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25 Negative is faint

1293 Child crouching next to round metal bath Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1294 Woman and man with hat and watch chain with house in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1303

1295 Woman and man with mustache sitting near front porch steps Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1296 Two woman sitting at bottom of steps (in a stadium) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1297 Two women, one with glasses, standing in front of a bush and a house Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1298 Woman and man with mustache sitting with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1299 Woman and man with mustache standing with trees in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1300 Woman (and child) sitting on wide wooden steps Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1301 Small child crouching holding something in hands Negative 2.75 x 1.75

1302 Five children with house window and straight back chair in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1303 Woman and man with hat and watch chain with house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1294

1304 Young girl and boy standing with house and straight back chair in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1305 Two women in hat and coats, one woman holding handbag Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1306 Woman standing with boy and girl in grass and house with gable and chimney in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1307 Four women and two children in front of house with bay window Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1308 Large building with colonnades and flying US flag, man with walking stick in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1309 Large ornate building with five floors, man with walking stick in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1377

1310 Large building with colonnades visible through trees in the foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1311 Two women in car with child who is behind steering wheel Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1312 Two men in car with one child in back seat and second sitting on windshield Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1313 Woman and man in car with two children Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1314 Two men and two children in car identified as a Hupmobile Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1315 Woman in car with two children woman is behind steering wheel Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1316 Woman in car with two children boy is behind steering wheel Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1317 Woman and man in car with two children Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1318 Woman and small child standing on forest track, part of a wheel visible in foreground Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.25

1319 Woman and small child in pony and trap on forest track Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1320 Young girl standing creek and lifting dress above water Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1321 (Water) with small trees and range of hills in background Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1322 Woman and small child in wagon in flowers in front of them Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 538

1323 Woman and small child on forest track Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1324 Building with waterwheel Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1325 "First Baptist Church Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1326 "Capt. Burns Monument Burnsville NC" Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1327 Forested hillside with roof of gabled building in foreground Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1328 Small child wearing hat standing on rock in front of hedge Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1329 Girls Dormitory Y.C.I. Burnsville NC Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4 x 3 Identified from robb 1260

1330 Man in knickerbockers in garden Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1331 Looking down on river with top of bridge in left foreground Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1332 Grass in foreground, trees in middle distance and mountains in far distance Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1333 View down river with wooded banks and stones in foreground Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1334 Two women standing next to car identified as Hupmobile Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1335 Small child with belt low around waist Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1336 Small child with chickens Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1337 Baby sitting in tub in woods Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1338 Small child with chickens Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1339 Older woman sitting on grass with baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1340 Man sitting in chair in yard, holding young child's hand with woman standing behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1341 Three women and child with belt around  waist, one woman (wearing a veil) Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1342 Small child with belt low around waist Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1343 Small child with belt low around waist holding hands with a woman Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1344 Small child with belt leaning on knee of woman who is sitting Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1345 Woman and man sitting next to waterfalls with house on hillside above them Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1346 Man sitting next to waterfalls with house on hillside above Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1347 Woman with camera on tripod  standing on a rock Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1348 Woman sitting on (wooden rail or bench) Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1349 Stream with waterfalls Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1350 Woman sitting next to waterfalls with house on hillside above Negative 2.5 x 1.75



1351 Woman standing in front of a weir Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1352 Man with camera on tripod  standing on a rock Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1353 Two armored cars with buildings flying US flags in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1354 Railroad track running through forested hills Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1355

"Mountain (Lucknow) 7/5 '10" [Three women, two men and two children in trees with wood structure in 

background] (1910) Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Negative is damaged

1356 Two small boys sitting on (floor with candles in background) Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1357 Small (boy in scout uniform) standing on curb resting hand on telegraph pole Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1358 Woman standing on curb resting hand on telegraph pole Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1359 Two small boys sitting on (floor with candles in background) Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1360 Man with mustache laying in bed Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1361 Two boys sitting on low brick wall outside house with other brickwork around them Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1362 Two boys sitting on low brick wall outside house with other brickwork around them Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1363 Small boy holding camera standing in front of brick wall of house Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1364 Small boy holding camera standing in front of brick wall of house with second boy looking on Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1365 Two boys sitting on low brick wall outside house with other brickwork around them Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1366 "Mt. Mitchell Trail" [Railroad track through woods] Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1367 Trees in foreground with wooded mountainside behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1368 Boy standing in front of brick wall of house with chair on right side of frame Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1369 Woman standing next to front steps of house with brick walls Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1370 Small boy standing in front of brick wall of house Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1371 Two boys sitting on front steps of house with brick walls Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1372 Two boys standing next to front steps of house with brick walls Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1373 Parade on city street, man with shouldered arms and people in carriage Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1374 Large city building with steps to corner entrance and two cars parked on street Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1375 Man with sergeant's strips on shoulders of other at large gathering Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1376 Pathway leading to the Capitol Building Washington DC Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1377 Large ornate building with five floors, man with walking stick in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1309. Double exposure?

1378 Man in top hat on platform on front of large crowd with colonnaded building (US Capitol) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1379 Large crowd in front of US Capitol building Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1380 Soldiers on horseback marching on street with Capital Hotel in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1381 Soldiers on horseback marching on street with Capital Hotel in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1382 US Capitol building, side view Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1383 Soldiers in tall hats marching on city street Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1384 Man in top hat on platform on front of large crowd with colonnaded building (US Capitol) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1385 Man in top hat on platform on front of large crowd with colonnaded building (US Capitol) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1386 Soldiers on horseback marching on street with Central (Union) Mission in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1387 Washington Monument with man with walking stick in foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1388 Man in top hat on platform on front of large crowd with colonnaded building (US Capitol) in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1389 "Kathleen Mave???" [Woman standing on railroad track] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1390 Denuded tree with wooded hillside in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1391 "Valley of Peace"  [View of tree tops to distant hills] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1392 Railroad tracks through a stone cutting Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1393 (Tree covered hillside?) Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is very indistinct

1394 Woman sitting in front of small enclosure made from wood planks Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1395 People in and around car with covered wagon in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1396 Woman in hat with feather standing on garden path with mesh fence Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1397 Small child sitting on ground with wooden fence in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1398 Woman playing the piano Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1399 Group of people next to covered wagon Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1400 Woman wearing hat standing with elbow on fencepost Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1401 Two small children sitting on ground with wooden fence in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1402 Tree lined lake with mirror reflection Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1403 Tree lined lake with mirror reflection Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1404 Woman sitting on bench at side of path made from tree trunks Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1405 People in and around car with covered wagon in background Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1406 Woman wearing hat standing with hand on fencepost Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1407 Woman sitting with elbow resting on piano Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1408 Woman sitting on wooded embankment (holding a stick) Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1409 Group of five people (each with something in their hands) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1410 Woman standing in (apron and hat) with foliage behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1411 Two women and two men standing on( plank over water) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1412 Woman sitting in (apron and hat) with foliage behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1413 Three women in similar dresses with fence and house in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1414 Woman standing in (apron and hat) with house behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1415 Three women standing with (church wall) in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1416 Two women (or double) exposure in field, one facing camera other facing  away Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1417 Woman standing on grass and holding flowers Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1418 Three women (dressed as maids) standing in a field Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1419 Woman washing laundry with soap box in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1420 Woman with long hair standing in stream Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1421 Baby in field playing with daises Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1422 Woman (dressed as maid) in field holding a baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1423 Woman (dressed as maid) in field holding a baby and slightly older child Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1424 Woman (dressed as maid) In check apron in field holding a baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1425 Child with very low hanging belt standing in field Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1426 Child standing a rock and wearing a cowboy hat Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1427 Naked baby laying prone on grass Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1428 Baby in field playing with daises Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1429 Young girl sitting on dirt mound with chickens around Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.5

1430 Woman standing on house porch rail supported by second woman (dressed as a man) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1431 Railroad track with trees on both sides Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1432 Baby in field playing with daises Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1433 Two women sitting in field with post and rail fence running up hillside in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1434 Woman (dressed as maid) in check apron in field holding a baby Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1435 Woman with long hair standing in stream Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1436 Two women standing with (church wall) in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1437 Young girl with long hair and two ribbons in her hair Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1438 Woman in dress with shrubs behind her Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1439 Three women sitting in meadow with mountains in distance and (chicken) lower right Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1440 Three women sitting in meadow with straight tree and other trees behind them Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1441 "Easter 1919" [Woman sitting on brick stair] 1919 Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1442 Woman in coat with fur collar and cuffs standing next to brick wall Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1443 Head and shoulders of man in army uniform Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1444 Woman standing with long thin leaved plants in foreground and pine tree behind Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1445 Woman and child standing in front of Grove Park Inn Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1446 Man in military uniform saluting Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1447 Woman in (uniform) with union jack Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1448 "Julia 4-20-19" [Woman sitting on brick stairs] 1919 Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1449 "Sarah & Julia" [Two women on stone pathway with lamps] Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1227

1450 "G Park Inn" [Woman standing in front of GPI] Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1451 Man in military uniform with hedge behind Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1452 Boy standing on curb with telegraph pole behind him Negative 4 x 3

1453 Two boys holding hats and standing in front of stone wall Negative 4 x 3 Indistinct writing on negative

1454 Two boys standing on pathway with stone paving Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1455 Two boys sitting on stone wall Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1456 "(10-19-19)" [Woman holding hat and standing in front of pine tree] (1919) Negative 4.25 x 3.25 Indistinct writing on negative

1457 Two boys walking on pathway with stone paving Negative 4 x 3

1458 Boy walking on pathway with stone paving and steps in background Negative 4 x 3 Indistinct writing on negative

1459 Two boys standing in front of pine tree Negative 4 x 3 Indistinct writing on negative

1460 Two boys standing on pathway with stone paving Negative 4 x 3

1461 Two boys standing on pathway with stone paving with Grove Park Inn in background Negative 4 x 3

1462 Two boys wearing hats standing on pathway with stone paving Negative 4 x 3

1463 Two boys standing in front of pine tree Negative 4 x 3

1464 "10-19-19" [Woman on pathway with stone paving] 1919 Negative 4 x 3

1465 Boy standing at bottom of brick stairs Negative 4 x 3

1466 Two boys standing on (road) with telegraph pole in background Negative 4 x 3

1467 Woman standing in front of pine tree Negative 4 x 3

1468 Woman and boy standing in front of pine tree Negative 4 x 3

1469 Young girl standing in yard wearing dress with (embroidered) collar and waist Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1470

Young girl standing in yard wearing dress with (embroidered) collar and waist and holding a doll and  a 

small animal toy Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1471

Young girl sitting in yard wearing dress with (embroidered) collar and waist and holding a doll and  a small 

animal toy Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1472 Young girl standing in yard wearing dress with (embroidered) collar and waist Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1473 Young girl with bow in hair sitting in yard holding a doll Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1474 Young girl with bow in hair sitting in yard with (stuffed toy) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1475 Man standing at side of a car with hand resting on windshield Negative 4.25 x 3.25

1476 Building with gabled tower and cars parked in front Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1477 "James 7-25-15" [Boy with low hanging belt] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1478 "(Dad??) & James" [Man sitting with small boy on grass in front of a house] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1479 Building with gabled tower, rose window, and car parked in front Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1480 Lone tree at side of mountain path Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1481 Looking across slope of hillside to wooded valley and distant mountains with road in middle distance Negative 3.25 x 2.25



1482 Three men, one playing guitar and two playing (harmonica) in a field Negative 4.75 x 3

1483 (Boy) in a dress and standing on one foot Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1484 (Boy) in a dress Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1485 (Girl) lifting hem of dress Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1486 Two men sitting and resting on (scaffold pole) with electrical wire above them Negative 5.5 x 3.25 Line of dots on negative

1487 Boy walking on wood bridge (over stream) Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1488 "2-4-24" [Two boys , older one in knickerbockers, younger in shorts with bag on shoulder] Negative 4.25 x 2.5 Negative is damaged

1489 Young man (on deck of ship) Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1490 Five girls and four boys, one girl is holding (a sword) and one boy is wearing knickerbockers Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1491 Tree covered hillsides and valley with road in middle distance Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1492 Woman in hat and overcoat with her back to camera, looking at a spindly tree on  mountainside Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1493 (Looking down on steps the Chimney Rock) Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1494 (High waterfall over rock) with tree above in background Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1495 Spindly tree on  mountainside Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1496 Woman sitting and resting on desk and telephone to her right Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1506

1497 (Waterfall) with out of focus branch in foreground Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1498 Rock face with boulder on ledge Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "15" written on edge of negative

1499 Rock face with valley below Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "22" written on edge of negative

1500 Looking down on lake (Lure)  with rock outcrop on right side of frame Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "14" written on edge of negative

1501 Looking down on lake (Lure)  with US flag on right side of frame Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "12" written on edge of negative

1502 Looking down on lake (Lure)  with rock outcrop with railing on right side of frame Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "17" written on edge of negative

1503 Stream in forest Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "19" written on edge of negative

1504 Looking down on valley (with road in the bottom) Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "20" written on edge of negative

1505 Large group of people gathered around table with (large vegetable) on it Negative 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1534

1506 Woman sitting and resting on desk and telephone to her right Negative 4.25 x 2.5 See also robb 1496

1507 Boy standing on one leg with other foot on a tree Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1508 Woman in hat standing amongst large boulders Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1509 Boy in knickerbockers standing in front of house and shrubbery Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1510 Man in boater and striped jacket Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1511 Woman standing in front of stone wall with boy sitting on the wall Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25 See also robb 1532

1512 Car with man leaning on fender and woman standing next to it Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1513 (Man) in middle distance standing on rocks in valley with two dark straight lines in foreground Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1514 Young (boy) sitting in a tree with rope hanging from branch Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1515 Woman playing guitar Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "4" written in pencil on rear of print

1516 "(Thom Easter)" [Woman sitting with child on her knee, child has large belt] Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1517 Woman wearing hat and shawl standing amongst rocks Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1518 Headshot of two boys Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1519 Two woman and a man standing in front of car parked on mountain road Negative 3.25  x 2.25 See also robb 1526

1520 Man (in suit) sitting on rocks Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1521 Four men standing in front of building with stone pillar, one man in striped suit Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "24" written on edge of negative

1522 Four women holding tennis rackets Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "2" written on edge of negative

1523 Man and woman leaning against a rock, man has a loosened tie Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1524 Four women, man and boy standing with rock face in background Negative 4.75 x 2.75 "21" written on edge of negative

1525 Group of people in middle distance with rock face behind Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1526 Two woman and a man standing next to car parked on mountain road Negative 3.25 x 2.25 See also robb 1519

1527 Man in hat and dressed in a suit standing on forest track Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.5

1528 Two girls standing in front of house, one has her arm of shoulder of the other Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.25

1529 Woman and man standing in garden with bicycle in background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1530 Man standing at cliff edge with one foot on metal railing Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1531 Boy sitting on rocky cliff top with trees in background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1532 Woman standing in front of stone wall Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1511

1533 Woman holding small child with doll Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1534 Large group of people gathered around table with (large vegetable) on it Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1505

1535 Two boys in knickerbockers standing in front of house with trellis Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.75 6.75 x 4.75 Print and negative filed in separate envelopes

1536 Building with W G W Grove Investments sign Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.25 x 2.5 Corner of negative has been cut off. "8" written in pencil on back of print

1537 Store interior, Dunn-Pen display in foreground, and woman behind counter Negative & Print 3.5 x 3.5 3.75 x 3.25 "8" written in pencil on back of print. See also robb 922

1538 Woman holding hat standing in front of rock face Negative & Print 2.75 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75

1539 Woman wearing hat and belted jacket standing amongst rocks Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1540 Man wearing Derby hat standing in front of rock face Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

1541 Two women in hats and overcoats standing in front of stones and rock face Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

1542 Man in Derby hat leaning on a tree Negative 2.75 x 1.75

1543 Two boys in hats, jackets & shorts leaning back against rock, one is holding something Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1544 Boy in hat, jacket & shorts standing with one foot on a rock Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1545 Girl wearing hat and carrying shoulder bag standing in yard with house in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "Velox Print Robinson's ? Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print

1546 Girl wearing hat standing in yard with African American woman who has her arm around the child Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "Velox Print Robinson's ? Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print

1547 Woman standing at bottom of front steps with brick pier with fern on top behind her Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "51" written in pencil on rear of print

1548 Two women standing at bottom of front steps with brick pier with fern on top behind them Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative is damaged. "51" written in pencil on rear of print

1549 Man with bow tie standing in flower garden Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1550 Woman wearing outfit with patterned collars and cuffs standing in flower garden Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1551 Woman with hands behind her neck standing in flower garden Negative 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1552 Small (girl) sitting on edge of second floor deck with legs hanging over the edge Negative 3.25 x 2.25

1553 Woman with fur stole standing in front of pine tree and fence Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

1554 Wooded valley with large house lower right a bridge over river with road leading into distance Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1560

1555

Two images: one of (courthouse with cupola and buildings on hillside in background, the other shows a 

bridge with hillside behind Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Dimension is for overall negative & print

1556 Large brick building with two entrances with steps and trees in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1559

1557 Looking into valley with road snaking through and single house on hillside in middle frame Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1558

1558 Looking into valley with road snaking through and single house on hillside in middle frame Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1557

1559 Large brick building with two entrances with steps and trees in foreground Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1556

1560 Wooded valley with large house lower right a bridge over river with road leading into distance Negative & Print 3 x 2.75 3.5 x 3 See also robb 1554

1561 Looking down on town (Asheville) with Kress sign visible in left foreground Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1562 Looking down on town (Asheville) with church spire in right foreground Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 Mark on negative. "E3" stamped on rear of print

1563 Looking down on town (Asheville) with church spire in left foreground and domed building behind Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1564 Aerial view of Pack Square and Vance Monument (1920) Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print. "20-2-2 (clip)" written in pencil on rear of print

1565 Aerial view of Pack Square, Patton Avenue and Vance Monument Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1566 Aerial view of Asheville City Hall and surroundings Negative & Print 6 x 3 4.75 x 2.75

Dimension is for overall negative, image is 4.25 x 2.75. "E3" stamped on rear of print. See 

also robb 1566

1567 Robinson's store front, man and woman standing on sidewalk Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1568 Aerial view of Asheville City Hall and surroundings Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print. See also robb 1566

1569 Searchlight Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1570 Looking down on town (Asheville) with wooded hills in background Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1571 Store interior with photo frames and (out of focus) man in background Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1572 Jackson Building Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print. Print is cropped from negative?

1573 Jackson Building Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1574 Looking up side of (Jackson Building) Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 2.75 "E3" stamped on rear of print

1575 Woman behind counter of (photographic) store with elbow resting on shelf Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "26" written in pencil on back of print

1576 Woman behind counter of (photographic) store Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "26" written in pencil on back of print

1577

African American woman in large hat, cardigan and check skirt standing in front of house with wood 

siding Negative & Print 4.75 x 3.75 5 x 4

1578 Group of men in overcoats, generally facing away, with bed of truck and (streetcar) in background Negative & Print 4.75 x 3.75 5 x 4 Negative is scratched

1579

Group of two women and a man with second man on his own all standing on a beach with sea in 

background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

1580 Large L shaped building with verandah at the beach Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

1581 Woman with scarf sitting on fence rail with beach in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

1582 Corner of building with wrap around verandah at second floor level Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1583 Man wearing hat and overcoat standing at rear of a car with Kress and Firestone visible on spare tire Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 See robb 1596

1584 Cottage with washing on line and man next to car in lower right Negative 3.25 x 2.25 3.75 x 2.75 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

1585 Telegraph pole and (railroad) running through a wooded valley Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.75 x 2.75

1586 Woman standing next to rear of a car with fence alongside the roadway Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.75 x 2.75

1587 Woman in hat and long coat standing in front of house between two windows Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

1588 Three story building with gable in center, dormer windows and small trees in front Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

1589 Woman in hat and long coat and man in hat and bow tie standing in front of house Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

1590 Log cabin with stone chimney and wooded hillside behind Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75

1591 Street with mountain in background and car parked left foreground Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75

1592 Man standing at rear of car parked on mountain road Kress Service visible on spare tire Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.75 x 2.75

1593 Barn with two men and a horse in stockade Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75

1594 Small split level house with front porch with window over Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.5 x 2.75

1595 Looking down hillside with trees in foreground and residential streets beyond Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 3.75 x 2.75

1596 Woman standing next to rear of car with Kress Service visible on spare tire Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.25 5 x 3.75 Print includes robb 1583 and dimensions are for both negatives

1597 Man in Derby hat with fishing rod and caught fish Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.5 "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1598 Woman playing lute watched by two boys Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5 x 3.5 "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1599 River with overhanging trees Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Negative is indistinct. "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1600 Woman playing guitar watched by two boys Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.5

1601 River with overhanging trees Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 Negative is indistinct and damaged. "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1602 Two men (or double exposure) in Derby hats fishing Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Corner of negative has been cut off. "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1603 Boy holding fishing pole and caught fish Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 Negative is damaged. "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1604 Man holding fishing pole and caught fish Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25 "12" written in pencil on rear of print

1605 Bedroom with dresser with lamp Negative & Print 4.75 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 "4" stamped on rear of print

1606 Stairs with straight back chair at foot and mirror on adjacent wall Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5 "4" stamped on rear of print

1607 House interior, with round table and doorway behind Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Image is blurred. "4" stamped on rear of print



1608 Piano in house with wood paneled walls Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Image is blurred. "4" stamped on rear of print

1609 House interior, with round table with flowers Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "4" stamped on rear of print

1610 House interior, with doorway, straight back chairs, window and mirror on back wall Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "4" stamped on rear of print. See also robb 718

1611 House interior, with table, chairs, and window behind Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Image is blurred. "4" stamped on rear of print

1612 Bedroom with dresser in corner Negative & Print 5.25 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "4" stamped on rear of print

1613 Pond with fountain and fence around Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2 "57" written in pencil on rear of print

1614 Hillside with trees and person sitting on low wall in left centerground Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2 "57" written in pencil on rear of print

1615 Person sitting on front steps of house with gable, dormer and brick pier with a fern on top Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2 "57" written in pencil on rear of print

1616 Woman standing in front of house with her hand resting on a low (shingled) wall Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.5

1617 Woman and man, who is wearing boater, standing in front of shrubbery Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

"Print Made By Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts, 30 Patton Ave, Asheville NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "37" written in pencil on rear of print

1618 Four women, two boys and a girl standing in front of house with door and windows behind Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

1619 Three boys, two in knickerbockers and one in shorts, standing in front of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1620 Five women standing in front of house with door and window behind Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

1621 Man in suit standing in front of rock Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1622 Boy standing in field with lake and cabin behind and flag pole with US flag to one side Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1623 Woman leaning on dresser (in bedroom) Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 3

1624 Woman standing with one arm resting on dresser (in bedroom) Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 3

1625 Woman sitting in chair with picture hanging on wall behind Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.75 x 3

1626 Boy standing outside door of log cabin with First Bap(tist) over doorway Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

1627 Man walking on wood bridge (over stream) Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1628 Woman sitting on wicker chair with small child on her lap and Georgian paned door in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "83" written in pencil on rear of print

1629 Woman and small child both in heavy coats standing in front of Georgian paned door Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "83" written in pencil on rear of print

1630 Biltmore House with blurred object in foreground Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.5 "83" written in pencil on rear of print

1631 (Narrow waterfall) in middle distance with trees surrounding Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.5 "83" written in pencil on rear of print

1632 Child wearing jester fancy dress and standing on front steps Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

1633 Two women standing in front of trees and bushes, one holding the others arm Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.5 x 2.5 "Robinson's" embossed on negative

1634 Two men standing on brick paving in front of large fountain Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25 "Robinson's" embossed on negative

1635 Residential street with house on corner and larger house to the right Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "826-27" written on side of negative

1636 Front of house with fern on brick pier near front door Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 Same house as robb 1635

1637 Side of house with chimney, trellis and plants Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25

1638 Two boys sitting on front steps of house with brick walls and fern on pier Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.25

1639 Man and woman sitting on rockers on front porch Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75 "121" written in pencil on rear of print

1640 Two men and two women standing in front of vegetation Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75 "121" written in pencil on rear of print. See also robb 2111

1641 Two men and two women standing in front of house with large tree Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75 "98" written in pencil on rear of print

1642 Man and woman sitting on ground in front of house with hammock on front porch Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75 "121" written in pencil on rear of print

1643 Two men and two women sitting on rockers in front of house Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75 "121" written in pencil on rear of print

1644 "(W???) 7-11-20" [Three men and a woman standing in front of a shrubbery Negative 2.5 x 1.75

1645 Woman sitting on rocks with hat on her thigh and trees behind Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 2 Negative is overexposed on one side

1646 Four women and a man standing on terrace of large house or hotel Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1647 Four women and a man standing in line with corner of large building in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Print is faint

1648 Three women and two men standing in front of large building with stone structure in front Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1649 Three women and two men standing in front of stone structure Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25 Negative is pitted

1650 Two women sitting on stone bench with two women and a man standing alongside Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

1651 Three women and two men sitting on grass with stone building with a door in the background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.25 x 3.25

1652 Three women and two men standing in front of large L shaped building Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

1653 Four women and a man standing in front of large L shaped building Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

1654 Woman in yard, dressed as a maid and holding rolling pin with brooms and shovel in front of her Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75

1655 Three women sitting on wide steps in front of building Negative & Print 2.75 x 1.75 2.75 x 1.75

1656 Two boys sitting on and standing by brick wall and brick pier next to steps in front of house Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "104" written in pencil on rear of print

1657 Boy with a dog with house in background Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "104" written in pencil on rear of print

1658 Woman standing in yard with young man in knickerbockers Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "104" written in pencil on rear of print

1659 Woman standing with two boys with brick pier behind them Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.5

Negative is damaged. "Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. 

Asheville, NC" stamped on rear of print. "104" written in pencil on rear of print

1660 Two boys, one with cane, in yard holding dog that is standing on its hind legs Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.5 x 3.25

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "104" written in pencil on rear of print

1661 Two men in a row boat Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.5 "33" written in pencil on rear of print

1662 Two women standing together, both in coats with fur collars Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written in pencil on rear of print

1663 Woman in overcoat being hugged by man in a hat, side of house visible on right Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written in pencil on rear of print

1664 Girl wearing a hat sitting on a rock Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.75

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "57" written in pencil on rear of print

1665 Woman and man standing with girl, all are wearing hats Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.75

"Print made by Robinson's Photo Stock and Arts 30 Patton Ave. Asheville, NC" stamped on 

rear of print. "57" written in pencil on rear of print

1666 Woman in hat standing with two boys in knickerbockers who are resting their heads on her shoulders Negative 4.25 x 2.5 4.25 x 2.75 "99" written in pencil on rear of print

1667 Young girl standing in yard next to a plant Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "112" written in pencil on rear of print

1668 Young woman with long hair standing in yard with trees and fence in background Negative & Print 4.25 x 2.5 4.5 x 2.75 "112" written in pencil on rear of print

1669 Side view of house with man standing in right foreground and another house in the background Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1670 Barn with wagon and tree trunk in front Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1671 Three women and two men, one man is holding a small child and one woman is possibly a nurse Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1672 Woman sitting on rock with two boys standing next to her Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5 Negative is damaged

1673 Small child standing in front of mesh fence Negative & Print 5.5 x 3.25 5.75 x 3.5

1674 Grove Park Inn on top of grassy slope Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1675 Looking down a path and across a (golf course) with two small building right and left centerground Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1676 Grove Park Inn with grass slope in right foreground Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1677 Building with street lamp and tree in foreground Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1678 Grass in foreground with houses on hillside in middle distance Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1679 Grove Park Inn with brick paving in extreme foreground Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back on print

1680 Woman taking self portrait with camera Negative & Print 2.5 x 1.75 2.75 x 2 "17" written in pencil on rear of print

1681 Looking across golf course Negative & Print 4.25 x 3.25 4.25 x 3.25

1682 "(Batter) Creek" [Grass field with hedge and building on skyline] Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1683 The Dominion Bank building Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1684 "Bell Island" [Fountain with man holding jacket standing in right foreground] Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1685 "Train Engineer"  [Man sitting on tender of miniature train] Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1686 "Train" [Miniature train] Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1687 "Dolls house" on mound with two flower baskets in background Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1688 Woman and man standing at side of dirt road, man is holding a (camera) bag Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 3 "Wilson's PO Box 1158 Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print

1689 "Taken From U.S.A." Sea in foreground with land and buildings on skyline Negative 4.75 x 2.75

1690 Town or factory with three chimneys in middleground and grass in foreground Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25 Indistinct writing on negative

1691 Man and woman sitting on steps, both have their hat on their knee Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 4.75 x 3 "Wilson's PO Box 1158 Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print

1692 "Postum" [Factory building with tall chimney, and car parked on road in right foreground] Negative & Print 4.75 x 2.75 5.25 x 3.25

1693 Young boy standing amongst tall plants Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1694 Woman in hat standing amongst tall plants with house in the background Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1695 Young boy standing amongst tall plants Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1696 Young man in knickerbockers standing amongst tall plants Negative 4.25 x 2.5

1697 "Snow in October JGR" [Snow covered woods] Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 7 x 5 Includes two print, only one has text added and is 6.5" x 4.5"

1698 Three story house with deck at second level Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.5 x 4.5

1699 Head and shoulders of man Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.75 x 4.75 Print and negative filed in separate envelopes. Print is torn in two places

1700 "46" E W Grove Park tractor with trailers lined up behind Negative & Print 6.5 x 4.5 6.5 x 4.5 "Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. See also robb 1008

1701 Three women and a man standing behind table with (photographic) equipment on it Negative 4 x 2.5

1702

Long building with arched roof in center (railroad station) with access road and man standing in left 

foreground Negative 5.5 x 3.25

1703 Wood case with piping circulating placed inside an outer wood case Negative 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 1762 & 1763

1704 Man sitting on stool (in studio) with one hand behind his head Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1705 Man sitting on stool (in studio) with one hand on his ear Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1706 Woman with a (cat) on her lap Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1707 Ornate building with three towers and spires Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1708 Man sitting behind desk with files and letter opener, typewriter on table behind him Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1709 Man sitting behind desk with files and letter opener, typewriter on table behind him Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1710 Man sitting behind desk with files and letter opener, typewriter on table behind him Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1711 Two older women sitting, one in wicker chair, with mirror on wall behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1712 Man standing among tall plant with one arm raised to hold a particularly tall plant Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1713 (Man standing on rocks by stream in the woods) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is very thin

1714 Stream in woods with tree running diagonally across top left corner Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1715 Waterfall over rock with pool in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1716 Rural road with fence on one side and man standing on hillside in middle distance Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1717 Wooded valley with wooded hillsides in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1718 Rural road with telegraph poles on left side Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1719 Filed with trees in middleground a white clouds or smoke behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1720 Dirt road with tall trees or bushes on both sides Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1721 Grassland with trees behind and a dramatic sky Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1722 Cows in field with trees on the skyline Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1723 Looking down from hilltop to wooded valley and distant mountains Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1724 Grassland with trees behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1725 Looking down on cloud filled valley Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1726 Dramatic clouds over a tree dotted foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1727 Dramatic clouds over a tree dotted foreground with building in left centerground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1728 Looking down on cloud filled valley Negative 4.75 x 3.75



1729 Half body shot of woman wearing shirt with raised collar and white scarf facing camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" in corner of negative

1730 Half body shot of woman wearing shirt with raised collar and white scarf half turned to camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "4" in corner of negative

1731 Half body shot of woman wearing shirt with raised collar and white scarf sideways to camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "6" in corner of negative, and "7" written on negative

1732 Half body shot of woman wearing shirt with raised collar and white scarf half turned to camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "1" written on negative

1733 Half body shot of woman wearing three string necklace half turned to camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1734 Two buildings in foreground, house in center with hillside in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1735 (Frost patterns) (Copy neg) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Actual negative image size in 3.75 x 3.25

1736 (Frost patterns) (Copy neg) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Actual negative image size in 3.75 x 3.25

1737 (Frost patterns) (Copy neg) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Actual negative image size in 3.75 x 3.25

1738 Hens in cages, Purina Lay and Pay Contest 5/12/1953 Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1739 Basket of flowers on stool on tiled floor Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1740 Robinson's storefront, shared with Allen & Dellinger, electrical contractor, one parked car Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1741 Robinson's storefront, shared with Allen & Dellinger, electrical contractor, three parked cars Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1742 Robinson's storefront, shared with Allen & Dellinger, electrical contractor, two parked cars Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1743

Robinson's storefront with John Robinson Co.  Radio-Refrigeration-Photography sign over door and cars 

parked out front Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1744

Robinson's storefront with John Robinson Co.  Radio-Refrigeration-Photography sign over door and truck 

parked out front Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1745

Robinson's storefront with John Robinson Co.  Radio-Refrigeration-Photography sign over door and three 

vehicles parked out front Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1746

Robinson's storefront with John Robinson Co.  Radio-Refrigeration-Photography sign over door and truck 

parked out front Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1747

Robinson's storefront with John Robinson Co.  Radio-Refrigeration-Photography sign over door and truck 

parked out front and walkway to left side of frame Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1748 Tomatoes on vine Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1749 Tomatoes on vine with fence post in center Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1750 Tomatoes growing up poles with rectangular object on left side Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1751 (Tomato) on weigh scales Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1752 (Tomato) on weigh scales Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1753 (Tomato) on weigh scales Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1754 (Tomato) on weigh scales Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1755 Woman and two boys standing in front of a bed of (tobacco) plants Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1756 Woman, two boys, a man and dog in front of a bed of (tobacco) plants Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1757 Small boy standing in front of a bed of (tobacco) plants Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1758 Wedding party, all men wearing bow ties and "House of Portraits" in lower right corner Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Copy neg?

1759 Bride, groom, and another man and woman Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Copy neg?

1760 Bride and groom, "House of Portraits" in lower right corner Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Copy neg?

1761 Five men sitting under stone wall next to trash cans Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1762 Pipework and (pump) inside wood case Negative 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 1703 and 1763

1763 Pipework and (pump) inside wood case Negative 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 1703 and 1762

1764 (Pipe elbow) Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1765 Pipe fittings Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1766 Pipe fittings Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1767 Pipe fittings Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1768 Half body shot of woman buttoned up shirt half turned towards camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1769 Half body shot of woman buttoned up shirt facing camera and laughing Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1770 Half body shot of woman buttoned up shirt half turned towards camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "12" printed on edge of negative

1771 Half body shot of woman buttoned up shirt half turned towards camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "8" printed on edge of negative

1772 Rural road leading to silo and distant houses, Pepsi Cola sign on building in left foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1773 Bridge being constructed over river with bulldozer in centerground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1774 Bare hillside with trees on skyline, three single trees in center of skyline Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on edge of negative

1775 Rolling hillside with two single trees in center of skyline and fence in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1776 Bare hillside with trees on skyline, three single trees in center of skyline Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" printed on edge of negative

1777 Bridge being constructed over river with bulldozer in centerground and farm silo on right Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1778 Two women having picnic next to car with open door and long brick building Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" printed on edge of negative

1779 Two women having picnic next with hillside and trees in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on edge of negative

1780 Two women having picnic next with trees in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "1" printed on edge of negative

1781 Studio shot of boy in sweater sitting on a stool facing camera with curtain behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1782 Studio shot of boy in sweater sitting on a stool looking sideways with curtain behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1783 Studio shot of boy in sweater sitting on a stool facing camera with curtain behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on edge of negative

1784 Head and shoulders of old lady wearing glasses and top with fancy collar Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is damaged

1785 Rutted track through woods (with snow) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2 2 2" written on negative

1786 Woodland with track on right side (and snow) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "4    4" written on negative

1787 Rutted track running down hillside with woods on left and rocks on right (with snow) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "1    1" written on negative

1788 Woodland with fence in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "5    5" written on negative

1789 Woodland with fence in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "6    6" written on negative

1790 Rutted track through woods (with snow) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3 3 3" written on negative

1791 Woodland with tops of fence posts in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7    7" written on negative

1792 Woman with dog standing in front of lighthouse Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "8" printed on negative

1793 Woman with dog on beach facing the ocean, photographer's shadow in foreground Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7" printed on negative

1794 Man on beach facing camera with back to ocean Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" printed on negative and "2 - 8" written on negative

1795 Boat (or wreck) in ocean close to shore Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1796 Top of house sticking out of sand with ocean in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7" printed on negative

1797 Wide empty beach Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1798 Wide empty beach Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on negative

1799 Ocean with pier on skyline and fence on lower left Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "12" printed on negative

1800 (Ocean inlet) with beach in foreground and grass on far bank Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "5" printed on negative

1801 (Looking across beach to dune) photographer's shadow in lower left corner Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "4" printed on negative

1802 Waves breaking on beach Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on negative

1803 (Beach with dune cliffs on the skyline) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7" printed on negative

1804 Waves breaking on beach Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "10" written on negative

1805 Waves breaking on beach Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" written on negative

1806 Base of lighthouse with Government Property sign in center Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "9" written on negative

1807 Three young girls in swim suits, older person visible through window Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "10" printed on negative and "3" written on negative

1808 Two young boys and a girl sitting on sofa Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "6" printed on negative

1809 Woman, older girl and younger girl and boy standing in front of paneled wall and doorway Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "6" printed on negative

1810 Three young girls in swim suits sitting on grass Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "1?" written on negative

1811 Baby sitting in armchair covered with blankets Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1812 Girl standing next to radio Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "5" written on negative

1813 Two girls and a baby next to radio Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "8" printed on negative

1814 Boy sitting in armchair with wood panel wall behind and legs of second person visible on sofa Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7" printed on negative

1815 Three young girls in swim suits, older person visible through window Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" written on negative

1816 Five belts, numbered Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1817 Bags, belts. Wallets and jewelry laid out on bed Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1818 Looking down into circular (silo) Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1819 Looking down onto circular (framing and pipework) Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1820 Bride and groom cutting wedding cake Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "4" printed on negative

1821 Bride and groom standing by wedding cake with small girl looking on Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "7" printed on negative

1822 Bride feeing cake to groom with another woman looking on Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "8" printed on negative

1823 Bride and groom with two sets of parents, TV set in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "11" written on negative

1824 Wedding group with bridesmaid standing on right Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "9" printed on negative

1825 Older couple and two young men wearing bow ties (at wedding) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "10" printed on negative

1826 Bride standing in front of table with cake, and next to TV Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "6" printed on negative

1827 Bride standing with (groom) in bow tie and older woman Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "12" written on negative

1828 Bride and bridesmaids Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "5" printed on negative

1829 Wedding ceremony in church Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "1" printed on negative

1830 Wedding ceremony in church Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "2" printed on negative

1831 Bride and groom walking down aisle towards camera Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "3" printed on negative

1832 Studio above waist shot of man with glasses in jacket and tie Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1833 Studio above waist shot of man without glasses in jacket and tie Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1834 Five men in field with tractor, other equipment and signs Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1835 Four men in field with harvester and signs Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1836 Yard with truck in front of brick sheds and construction work in background Negative 4.75 x 3.75 "5" printed on negative

1837 Artist painting portrait of woman in flowery dress Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1838 Artist painting portrait of woman in flowery dress Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1839 Woman standing in front of table with large bowl, two pictures hanging on wall behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1840 Woman standing in front of table with large bowl, two pictures hanging on wall behind Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1841 Two men with paintings of a woman displayed on easels Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1842 Two men with paintings of a woman displayed on easels Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1843 Artist in field with painting of farmhouse Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1844 Close up of artist in field with painting of farmhouse Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1845 House interior with table visible through doorway Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is badly bubbled

1846 Woman (holding large fish) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is badly bubbled

1847 Woman (holding large fish) Negative 4.75 x 3.75 Negative is badly bubbled

1848 Gable of house visible through power lines and across field Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1849 Snow covered car parked across street from Western Auto store Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1850 (Trash) objects including one with (Calvert) label in plant Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1851 (Trash) objects including one with (Calvert) label in plant Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1852 Photographer's workshop / darkroom Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1853 Photographer's workshop / darkroom Negative 4.75 x 3.75

1854 Woman standing on railroad tracks with small child Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2209

1855 Houses on ridge with mountains behind Print 4.75 x 2.75 Foreground is very dark

1856 Two women standing in snow under trellis arch Print 4.5 x 2.75

1857 Looking across to Chimney Rock where two women in white are sitting and standing Print 5.75 x 3.75



1858 Man doing long jump with judges and crowd watching Print 4.25 x 3.25

1859 Woman in hat (at the beach) on right edge of frame Print 3.25 x 2.25 Image is very washed out

1860 Two women in hat with other people, and trees with Spanish moss in background Print 3.25 x 2.25 

1861 Four women and a man with trees in background, two women sitting on a bench Print 5.75  x 3.5 See also robb 854

1862 Three men wearing hats standing in front of a low stone wall and trees Print 5.75  x 3.5

1863 River with (tree lined banks and boat) Print 3 x 2

1864 Man in suit and tie standing on grass with trees in the background Print 5.5 x 3.25

1865 Man leaning on stone wall with high mountains and (glacier) in background Print 4 x 3

1866 "Taken from Summer Palace Peking" [View from verandah to boat on lake] Print 6 x 4 Actual print size is 5.25 x 3

1867 "Berlin, Detail Wagner Memorial" Print 6 x 4 Actual print size is 5.25 x 3

1868 Woman standing in snow under trellis arch Print 4.5 x 2.75

1869 House in snow with trellis arch at front walk Print 4.5 x 2.75

1870 Stream in woods with man in distance sitting on rock alongside Print 5.25 x 3

1871 Two women standing in snow under trellis arch Print 4.5 x 2.75

1872 Man with mustache sitting with three small children Negative 4.25 x 3.25 See also robb 1028

1873 Boy standing in front of trees with his hands clasped Print 4.25 x 2.75

1874 Boy standing with his arms crossed and a kitten on his shoulder Print 3.5 x 2.5 "33" written in pencil on back of print

1875 Man and boy in knickerbockers, man is wearing glasses and boy is holding a roller skate Print 4.25 x 2.75

1876 Woman holding hat and standing next to palm tree blowing in the wind Print 3 x 2.25

1877 "River Jordan Palestine" [River with tree lined banks] Print 5.5 x 3.25

1878 Headshot of man wearing tie in profile, either taken through window or copy of another print Print 3.5 x 2.75

1879 Two women standing with shrub and house behind, both are wearing hats and one has a stole Print 3.5 x 2.5 "R"? Written in pencil on back pf print

1880 Woman standing in snow under trellis arch Print 4.5 x 2.75

1881 Four boys crouching in front of a tree Print 5.75 x 3.5 Print is damaged. Dimensions are for print area not paper

1882 Three women standing in front of a shrub, wind blowing hair and clothes Print 4.25 x 2.5

1883 Two women standing in snow under trellis arch Print 4.5 x 2.75

1884 Two women standing between palm tree trunks Print 3 x 2.25

1885 Close up of (lily) flower bloom Print 4.75 x 3.75

1886 Man with wide brimmed hat and wearing a tie, holding branches in his hands Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

1887 Man standing on wooded path holding a hat in his right hand Print 4.75 x 3.75

1888 Two women standing with a man sitting in front in woodland Print 4.75 x 3.75

1889

Three women and two men sitting with trees and buildings behind, two women are wearing the men's' 

hats Print 5 x 4

1890 Studio above waist shot of man in jacket and tie Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

1891 Studio head and shoulders shot of woman wearing a pearl necklace Print 6.5 x 4.5

1892 Studio shot of three women, man, and a child [Print is angled losing part of man's head] Print 4.75 x 3.75 Print is torn, maximum dimensions given

1893 Aerial view of Grove Park Inn Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

1894 Woman standing by water in (oriental) garden with house on hill above  and (fake) birds Print 5 x 4

1895 Snow covered woodland with wire fence in foreground Print 5 x 3 "31" written in pencil on rear of print. See also robb 1940

1896 House with shingles and two women standing in large front porch, with road in foreground Print 5.25 x 3.25 Print is damaged. Dimensions are for print area not paper

1897 Coastal town with boats in the bay and headland in background Print 4 x 3

1898 Two men standing with stone arch behind, (ruins) and town with tower in background Print 4 x 3

1899 Glass with three (dahlia) flower stems Print 6 x 4

1900 Young boy wearing hat and coat standing next to tree with camera case in front of him Print 5.5 x 3.25

1901 Woman wearing hat standing in front of flowering (rhododendron) shrub Print 5.75 x 3

1902

Four men in (Asian style clothing), outside with bottles and containers on small table, brick wall with 

doors in background Print 6.25 x 4.75

1903 Eleven women and girls in (Asian dress) standing in front of brick wall Print 5.5 x 3.75 Dimensions are for print area not paper, which includes edges of other prints

1904 Five men in (Asian dress) in field with farm equipment Print 6 x 4.5

1905 "China (Osneal)" [Group of men and women sitting and standing with brick wall behind] Print 6 x 4.5

1906 Nine (Chinese) men with woodworking tools, and workshop and hillside behind Print 6.25 x 4.5

1907 Twelve women and children (in Asian style clothing) in front of mud  hut with straw roof Print 6 x 4.5

1908 Six men (in Asian style clothing) Print 4.5 x 3.25

1909 Unidentified (Plaster cast of boot or foot laying on stone) Print 4.25 x 3.25

1910 Asian medical team standing behind prone patient with a (large growth) Print 5.5 x 3.5

1911 Large group of Asian children in front, on steps, and on verandah of building Print 6.25 x 4.5

1912 Man in army uniform with man in dress and headscarf sitting next to him Print 5 x 4

1913 Snow covered trees with power poles and lines in middleground Print 5.5 x 3.5 "15" written on rear of print in pencil. Print is damaged

1914 Bedroom dresser and mirror with bed in foreground and basket of flowers between dresser and bed Print 5.5 x 3.5 "4" printed on rear of print. Print is damaged

1915 Man in boater standing on dirt track through wood and scrubland Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen paper print

1916 Man holding boater standing in (corn) field with mountains in background Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen paper print

1917 Man holding boater standing by river with mountains in background Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen paper print

1918 Woman standing next to parked car with road disappearing into distance Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen paper print

1919 Man standing next to parked car, with mountains in background and Lions Club sign on right edge Print 7.25 x 4.25 Linen paper print

1920 Lake with trees on distant shore and one tree in left foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25

1921 Woman and man sitting on rocks both are holding a hat Print 4.25 x 2.5

1922 Woman sitting on rocks with hat on her knee and trees behind her Print 4.25 x 2.5

1923 Boy riding bicycle towards camera with car and trees in background Print 4.25 x 2.5

1924 Two women, man and three children at base of hill near road, man is wearing a boater Print 5.75 x 3.5 "10" written on rear of print in pencil

1925 Three women and a man sitting in front of a tree, all are wearing hats Print 4.75 x 3.75 "A" written on rear of print in pencil

1926 Two women standing either side of a man in a suit, one woman is holding the man's arm Print 5.5 x 3.25

1927 Snow covered woodland with rear of car on right of frame Print 5.5 x 3.5 "19" written on rear of print in pencil

1928 Woman standing with two men, one of whom is wearing white shoes, with trees in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2077

1929 Dog (spaniel) in grassland Print 5.5 x 3.5 Unidentified pencil marking on rear of print

1930 House interior with beams, (desk) and light fitting Print 5.5 x 3.5 "4" printed on rear of print

1931 Woman and man sitting on fallen tree, woman is holding an umbrella Print 5 x 4

1932 Two women next to sign to Zoological Gardens, one is holding a parasol Print 5 x 4

1933 Two women and a man wearing fancy hats and sitting in grassland Print 5 x 4

1934 Front walk leading a gothic looking house with (child) standing in front of the steps Print 3.5 x 2.5 "87" written on rear of print in pencil

1935 Front walk leading a gothic looking house with (child) standing in front of the steps Print 3.5 x 2.5 "87" written on rear of print in pencil

1936 Boy wearing cap standing in front of a tree, photographer's shadow visible in foreground Print 3.25 x 2.25 "87" written on rear of print in pencil

1937

Boy wearing cap (sitting on a post) on yard, with house in background, photographer's shadow visible in 

foreground Print 3.25 x 2.25 "87" written on rear of print in pencil

1938 Plant bed with path through, wire fence in foreground and house and another fence in background Print 7 x 5

1939 Woman standing holding man's arm, woman has hat in other hand and man is wearing a striped tie Print 5.5 x 3.5

1940 Snow covered woodland with wire fence in foreground Print 5 x 3 "31" written in pencil on rear of print. See also robb 1895

1941 Two girls sitting on rug with trees in background, one girl has a bow in her hair and is holding pine branch Print 4.75 x 3.75 Lower left corner of print is missing

1942 Studio portrait of man in suit and tie (11-1934) Print 6.75 x 4.25 Oval print  stuck to another sheet of paper."11-34" written in pencil on rear of print

1943 Two boys holding snow with house in background Print 5.75 x 3.5 "153" written on rear of print in pencil. Print damaged with paper stuck to it

1944 Woman sitting next to waterfall with wooden sided side above and behind her Print 6.25 x 3.5

1945 Log cabin with four people outside and surrounded by very tall trees Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1946 (Rocky mountain top) Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1947 Yosemite valley and Half Dome Print 5.75 x 3.5

1948 High snow covered pyramidal shaped mountain with forested hills in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25

1949 Range of high snow covered mountains Print 5.75 x 3.5

1950 Trees in foreground with high rock face in background (in Yosemite) Print 5.75 x 3.5 Print is blurred

1951 Railroad track with head of a (Hispanic) woman in foreground Print 5.75 x 3.5

1952 Tree covered valley with high mountains (Yosemite) Print 5.5 x 3.25

1953 Man standing on deck of building with (grass) roof and surrounded by a high wire mesh fence Print 5.25 x 3.25

1954

Group of women (in traditional Dutch dress) walking away from camera with the sea on one side and 

brick cottages on the other Print 5.5 x 3.25

1955 (Wind carved) rocks with trees in background and (rock or water) foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1956 Valley in high mountain country woman and man in middle foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1957 Pool of (steaming) water surrounded by rocks Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1958 Man and woman standing on rocky shoreline with waves crashing on rocks Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1959 Ancient ruins in Rome with Colosseum in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

1960 Group of people and mule next to building with high mountains in background Print 4 x 3

1961 Chateau style building with overhanging trees in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1962 Waterfall in middleground, with rocks in foreground and high mountain behind Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1963 Tree covered valley with high mountains in background (Yosemite) Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1964 Tree covered valley with high mountains in background (Yosemite) Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1965 Very large fish hanging (on a pier) with people in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1966 Turreted building with large gargoyles projecting and town in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1967 Hillsides with scattered buildings and stone wall, tower on top of ridge on the horizon Print 5.25 x 3

1968 High jagged mountains with trees in foreground (Yosemite) Print 5.75 x 3.5

1969 Tree covered valley with high mountains in background (Yosemite) Print 5.75 x 3.5

1970 (Lake in) valley surrounded by high snow covered mountains Print 5.75 x 3.5

1971 Large building with towers and spires on wooded hillside beside river Print 5.75 x 3.5

1972 Valley with bushes and trees, with snow covered high mountain in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

1973 Boulder strewn valley with scrub and trees on ridgelines Print 5.75 x 3.5

1974 "Cambridge" (England) College buildings with gateway Print 5.5 x 3.25

1975 (Church) building with ornate façade and two towers Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1976 Two men standing on rock with crevasses, one is tipping his boater and other has long walking stick Print 4 x 3

1977 Three men all wearing boaters sitting on wall at ancient (temple) site Print 4 x 3

1978 Town with Matterhorn in background Print 4 x 3

1979 Mountain range with high pyramidal peak in center and road in left foreground Print 4 x 3

1980 Small child sitting on grass with hillside in background Print 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written on rear of print in pencil

1981 Woman holding small child with hillside in background Print 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written on rear of print in pencil



1982 Small child sitting on grass with hillside in background Print 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written on rear of print in pencil

1983 "Draughtsman Finish" [Cartoon of skeleton draughtsman] Print 4.75 x 3.75

1984 Man in long coat standing in front of large rock column with house in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

1985 Large building with dome and shrubs and palm trees on foreground Print 5.75 x 3.5

1986 Tree covered valley with high mountains in background (Yosemite) Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil. See also robb 2345

1987 Double exposure of "two" men alongside a stream Print 4.75 x 3.75 "Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print along with pencil marks

1988 Two women sitting in yard, one sitting behind with her arms around woman in front Print 5.75 x 3.5

1989 Woman wearing hat and pearl necklace standing between two tree trunks Print 5.5 x 3.25

1990 Woman and boy standing next to tree trunk Print 5.5 x 3.25

1991 Woman and man looking at each other next to tree trunk Print 5.25 x 3.25

1992

People and cars on edge of wooded area, boy in cap in foreground man taking photo in middleground, 

two other people and parked cars in background Print 5.5 x 3

1993 Dirt road through wood and scrub with rock outcrop on right Print 5.5 x 3

1994

Man sitting on rocks next to standing man wearing cap and holding jacket, another man on horse is riding 

by and several cars are parked in the background Print 5.5 x 3

1995 Hilltop in lower right (with box laying on ground), trees and valley visible in middle and background Print 5.5 x 3

1996 Woman wearing hat and pearl necklace standing in woodland Print 5.5 x 3

1997 Woman wearing hat and pearl necklace standing in woodland Print 5.5 x 3

1998 Woman wearing hat and pearl necklace standing in woodland Print 5.5 x 3

1999 Grass hillside and trees in foreground with faint valley visible is distance Print 5.5 x 3

2000 Boy wearing cap leaning on rock and looking through telescope Print 5.5 x 3

2001 Trees and bushes in foreground, faint valley in distance, and hand visible in lower left corner Print 5.5 x 3

2002 Man in suit and fedora standing on edge of dirt road in woodland Print 5.5 x 3

2003 Man and small child sitting next to railroad track Print 5.5 x 3.25

2004 Two women hoisting a man in woodland Print 5.5 x 3.25

2005 Four women sitting in yard with fence and part of building in background Print 5.5 x 3.5

2006 Baby wrapped in blanket and resting on a pillow with shrub in the background Print 5 x 4

2007 Craggy rock face (in desert) will faint mountains in distance Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

2008

"German corpse in a trench in the Champagne sector. This picture shows the result of about five minutes 

of battle." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "1" written in lower left corner. 

[Original notes included in envelope] 

2009

"A marine cannon in the Argonne forest. The gun carriage is completely camouflaged. This picture was 

taken just after the gun had been fired in action as is evidenced by the smoke which is  still issuing from 

the mouth of the cannon." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "6" written in lower left corner

2010

"A view of a section of shell-pitted No Man's land. In the distance the cloud of smoke from an exploding 

shell can be sen (sic). This picture was taken just after the bombardment had passed this place. There are 

hundreds of miles of territory one-half to three miles wide which is in this same or worse condition." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "15" written in lower left corner

2011 "A bombarded quarter of Nieuport. It will be noted that churches are usually prominent in all ruins." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "9" written in lower left corner

2012

"A one-time German trench captured by the English. When in German hands the entrance shown was 

the entrance to a dug-out used as German general headquarters, as was shown by articles and 

documents at the time it was captured." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "11" written in lower left corner

2013 "Ruins of a church at Dixmunde, Belgium." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "12" written in lower left corner

2014

"At Dipon. French General decorating a soldier for bravery. After the presentation of the decoration, the 

General kisses the soldier. The flag bearer in this picture is Guynemer, the aviator who is shown at close 

range in picture number 5 [robb 2015]. At this time Guynemer had twenty-one victories to his credit." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "13" written in lower left corner. 

"rdd 2" written on rear on print in pencil

2015

"A portrait of Guynemer, the famous French aviator. This picture was taken just before his death at 

Poelcappelle, October, 1918." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "5" written in lower left corner

2016 "The ruins of a famous cloister." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "7" written in lower left corner

2017 "Tanks starting to attack in the Champagne sector." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "3" written in lower left corner. 

Image size is 4.75 x 3

2018

"A section of barbed wire entanglements for French trenches in the Champagne sector. A small portion 

of the trench can be seen in the lower left hand corner and the light streak near the upper right hand 

corner is the German opposing trenches." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "8" written in lower left corner

2019

"A section of what was once a trench, now only a shell hole. The entrance to a dug-out can be seen near 

the upper left hand corner." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "10" written in lower left corner

2020

"A close range picture of the ruins of the interior of a house. In the other pictures of ruins in this set, the 

picture has usually been taken at a distance, but this shows what a thorough job was done by the Huns in 

each spot that they bombarded." Print 7 x 5

"These photographs have been copied from prints which were brought from France by an 

overseas nurse. The descriptions are those which were written on the backs of the prints 

by the French photographer who sold them to the nurse." "14" written in lower left corner

2021 Young man standing on sidewalk in front of house with snow on ground Print 4.5 x 2.75

2022 Woman with snowball on snow covered street and sidewalk Print 4.5 x 2.75

2023 "249 5-21-13 Robinson" [Large rock with chain slings (during Grove Park Inn construction)] 1913 Print 6.5 x 4.5

2024 "254-5-29-13 Robinson" [Stone wall being constructed (at Grove Park Inn)] 1913 Print 6.5 x 4.5

2025 House in snow with snow covered bushes in foreground Print 4.5 x 2.75 See also robb 2261

2026 Snow covered street and sidewalks with power poles and car in the distance Print 4.5 x 2.75

2027 Studio portrait of two young women Print 6 x 4

2028 (Studio) portrait of small boy sitting on chair with photo album Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2029 "Bridge Military Road" [Bridge with many arches over river] Print 6.25 x 4

2030 "Santurce, PR" [Dirt road through palm trees with huts on left and man walking on road] Print 6.25 x 4

2031 Slope with loose rock and group of men standing on top near (mine) structures Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2032 Woman standing with young girl leaning against her and hedge behind her Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2033 Distant view of mountain with trees in foreground (Print of a print) Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2034 Chateau style building with (river) foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

2035 Mountain view with cloud covered peak in distance and valley in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2036 Looking along ridgeline with hills in background Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on postcard. See also robb 656 which is almost identical view

2037 Mountain scenery with distant hills, bare hillside in center and trees in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2038 Mountain scenery with dark foreground and highlighted clouds Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2039 Looking along mountain valley with cloud covered hills in the distance Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2040 Gravestone of William Cover and his wife Mary Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 816

2041 "Addie Burgert age 12" [Young girl standing next to shingle wall with leaves of plant in foreground] Print 5.75 x 3 Description handwritten on rear of print

2042 Mountain scenery with wooded hill in foreground, valley in middle and distant hills Print 5.5 x 3.25

2043 (Original Battery Park Hotel, Asheville) Print 5 x 4

2044 "River Jordan Palestine" [River with tree lined banks] Print 5.5 x 3.25 Description handwritten on rear of print

2045 Two women both wearing hats and one has stole, standing in yard with house behind Print 3.5 x 2.5 "R" written on rear of print in pencil

2046

Wall of wooden uprights in foreground, with small child standing nearby and mountain range in 

background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2047 Woman wearing dress with triangular hemline Print 3.5 x 2.5 "37" written on rear of print in pencil

2048 Woman holding container of onions with small child sitting on stone wall next to her Print 3.5 x 2.5

2049 Coastal town with mountain behind (Gibraltar) Print 4 x 3

2050 Bald man wearing suit with vest sitting on stool  in (corridor) with metal table behind Print 4.5 x 2.75

2051 (Shrine or grave monument) with Billiken Things As They sign Print 4 x 3

2052 Woman wearing fur stole standing in front of bushes Print 3.5 x 2.5 "37" written on rear of print in pencil

2053 Three houses on a hillside with wooden fence in right center Print 5.5 x 3.25

2054 Boy standing on rocks next to water Print 5.5 x 3.25

2055 Man holding boater standing with young man in knickerbockers Print 5.5 x 3.25

2056 Mounted photo of man and lace glove Print 5 x 3.25

2057 Woman standing in front of (church) with car parked nearby Print 2.75 x 2

2058 Four ships moored with further ships in background Print 5 x 3

2059 "8 am 6" Two people on high far bank of (river) with trees in foreground Print 5.5 x 3.25 Description handwritten on rear of print

2060 Path through forest with wooden rail fence on left and bench partway down on right Print 6 x 3.75

2061 "Lake at Bridgewater, NC" [Tall thin tree with lake behind] Print 5.5 x 3.25

2062 Waterfalls in forest Print 5.5 x 3.25 "12" written in pencil on rear of print

2063 Nine young men and boys in office with papers on desk in front of them Print 4.75 x 3.75

2064 Woman and man embracing in yard with house wall visible on right Print 4.5 x 2.75 "33" written in pencil on rear of print

2065 Sphinx and pyramid with rear of car in foreground Print 4.25 x 3.25

2066 Domed building (in the Middle East) Print 4.25 x 3.25

2067 Three women standing at base of large statue (in the Middle East) Print 4.25 x 3.25

2068 Extensive ruins with colonnades, and timber fence in foreground Print 4.25 x 3.25

2069 Two large (Egyptian) statues with mountains in background Print 4.25 x 3.25

2070 Ruins with large obelisk Print 4.25 x 3.25

2071 Sphinx (in Egypt) Print 4.25 x 3.25

2072 Pyramid with buildings and people in foreground Print 4.25 x 3.25



2073 Sphinx and pyramid Print 4.25 x 3.25

2074 Two women and two men standing with linked arms standing in front of shrubs Print 4.25 x 2.75

2075 Three women sitting on front steps of house, with open garage door at lower level Print 4.25 x 2.75

2076 "Evelyn Burgert Age 11" [Girl sitting on a small pony] Print 5.75 x 3

2077 Woman standing with two men, one of whom is wearing white shoes, with trees in background Print 5.5 x 3.5 See also robb 2077

2078 Woman and man standing in front of shrubs, woman is holding man's arm Print 5.5 x 3.25

2079 "Roof D.  167 3-21-13" [Constructing the roof at Grove Park Inn] 3/21/1913 Negative & Print 4 x 2.5 6.5 x 4.5 "Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. Copy neg not original

2080 Three men on or by a large boulder Print 3 x 2

2081 Woman and man standing both holding hats Print 3 x 2 See also robb 2082

2082 Woman and man standing near water Print 3 x 2 See also robb 2081

2083 "On the way to Chimney Rock" [River with boulders and boy standing on distant rock] Print 5.5 x 3.25

2084 Waterfall with footbridge Print 5.75 x 3.5

2085 Man wearing boater and smoking a cigar holding flowers Print 5.5 x 3.25 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

2086 Two women standing in river one is wearing a wide brimmed hat Print 4.5 x 2.75

2087 Young man wearing a tie and with fern frond over his shoulder Print 5.5 x 2.25

2088 Three women two men a boy and a baby standing on front step of a house Print 4.5 x 2.75

2089 Three women, a man and young child all wearing hats Print 4.5 x 2.75

2090 Two women, a man and young child all wearing hats Print 4.5 x 2.75

2091 Man and woman by fronts steps of house, man is standing and the woman sitting on brick wall Print 4.5 x 2.75

2092 Young man in suit with vest standing in front of rocks Print 5.75 x 3.5

2093 Looking to distant mountains with building in lower left Print 4.5 x 2.75 t" written in pencil on rear. See also robb 2094

2094 Looking to distant mountains with building in lower left Print 4.5 x 2.75 t" written in pencil on rear. See also robb 2093

2095 Three women all wearing hats standing in front of flowering shrub Print 5.75 x 3.25

2096 Two women and two men standing in front of car with a large (hotel) building behind Print 4.5 x 2.75 "8X" written on rear in pencil. Same people are in robb 2097

2097 Two women and two men sitting on steps with stuccoed wall with tiles behind Print 4.5 x 2.75 "8X" written on rear in pencil. Same people are in robb 2096

2098 Two women standing next to parked car, one has a rolled umbrella Print 5.75 x 3.25

2099 Two boys sitting on rock face, both are wearing hats, one hat has Columbia band Print 4.5 x 2.75

2100 Woman wearing hat standing in front of rock face Print 4.5 x 2.75 See also robb 2307

2101 Man wearing Derby hat standing in front of rock face Print 2.75 x 2

2102 Boy wearing hat standing in front of rock face Print 4.5 x 2.75

2103 (Union Station, Washington DC) Print 5.5 x 3.5

"Velox Print Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. "7" written in 

pencil on rear of print

2104 Studio headshot of man Print 6.75 x 4.75

2105 Boy standing among (bean) plants Print 4.5 x 2.75 "78" written in pencil on rear of print

2106 Boy standing among (bean) plants Print 4.5 x 2.75 "78" written in pencil on rear of print

2107 Young man in knickerbockers standing in front of vegetable patch Print 4.5 x 2.75 "78" written in pencil on rear of print

2108 Woman wearing hat with flowers standing in front of vegetable patch Print 4.5 x 2.75 "78" written in pencil on rear of print

2109 Looking across fields to buildings with chimney and silos Print 5.25 x 3.25

2110 Looking over water to buildings on distant bank Print 5.25 x 3.25

2111 Two men and two women standing in front of vegetation Print 2.5 x 1.75 "90" written in pencil on rear of print. See also robb 1640

2112 Woman sitting on upper deck of house Print 3.25 x 2.25 "2" written in pencil on rear of print

2113 Man standing next to car Negative & Print 3.25 x 2.75 3.5 x 2.5 "10" written in pencil on rear of print

2114 Large (hotel) building with smoke visible at roofline Print 4.25 x 2.75 "97" written on rear of print

2115 "Biltmore House Biltmore NC Robinson" [Biltmore on top of distant hill] Print 5.5 x 3.25 Possibly same as robb 254. Printed on a postcard

2116 "Grove Park Inn Asheville NC" [Women sitting and standing near fireplace] Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2117 "Grove Park Inn Asheville NC. Robinson" [Women sitting and standing near fireplace] Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2118 Person (diving into water) with only feet and lower legs visible Print 4.25 x 3.25

2119 "Trail to Mt. Mitchell. Robinson (81)" [Man in hat sitting at side of trail with back to camera] Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2120 Woodland scene with small child sitting left center Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard. Dimensions are overall size, print is 4.25 x 2.5

2121 Woodland scene with water and diagonal tree in top left Print 5.75 x 3.5  Mounted and removed from album.  Dimensions are for mount, actual print size is 5.25 x 3

2122 Path through forest with (fallen tree) in center Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2123 "South Toe River Yancey Co. NC. Photo by Robb." [River with wooded banks] Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2124 "Shoal Creek Yancey Co. NC" [Stream in woods] Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2125 Man and woman standing in front of hillside, both are wearing hats and the woman is holding fern fronds Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2126 Man standing on woodland track with leaves on the ground Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2127 Side of house with chimney, shrubs and low hedge Print 7 x 5

2128 Snow covered trees Print 4.25 x 2.75 "149" written in pencil on rear of print

2129 Man in foreground with back to camera looking at trees and valley with hills in distance Print 5 x 3.25

2130 Woman holding hat standing in a field with hill behind Print 7 x 5

2131 Woman holding hat standing in a field with young man and hill behind Print 7 x 5

2132 River with steep wooded left bank and lower right bank Print 5.5 x 3.25 4

2133 River with houses and cows on left bank Print 5.5 x 3.25

2134 Tall trees in a forest with smaller trees in undergrowth Print 6 x 4

2135 Stone terrace covered in snow Print 5.75 x 3.5 "28" written in pencil on rear of print

2136 Crags in foreground, ridgeline in center and range of hills in distance Print 4 x 3

2137 Snow covered yard with houses on three sides Print 4.25 x 2.75 "112" written in pencil on rear of print

2138 Snow covered landscape with wire fence in foreground Print 4.25 x 2.75 "141" written in pencil on rear of print

2139 Snow covered trees Print 4.25 x 2.75 "112" written in pencil on rear of print

2140 Four story building with snow on the ground Print 4.25 x 3.25 "92" written in pencil on rear of print

2141 Snow covered bushes on a bank Print 4.25 x 2.75 "112" written in pencil on rear of print

2142 Woodland scene Print 4.25 x 2.5

2143 Five women, two men and a boy standing in front of a large bush Print 5.75 x 3.5 "5" written in pencil on rear of print

2144

Woman sitting with baby on her knee and three other children standing next to her, with side of house in 

background Print 4.5 x 2.75 "99" written in pencil on rear of print

2145 Man pole vaulting Print 4.25 x 3.25

2146 Looking down on town in valley with bushes in foreground and wooded hillside in background Print 6 x 3.75

2147 Dead trees in foreground with valley and distant hills beyond Print 5.5 x 3.25

2148 Trees in foreground with valley and distant hills beyond Print 5.5 x 3.25

2149 River with trees on far bank and island midstream Print 5.25 x 3

2150 House interior with wood paneling, rocker and tables Print 7 x 5

2151 City street with Hotel Motherland, street cars and sandbags in foreground Print 4.75 x 3.75

2152 Man wearing Derby hat standing with baby buggy on gravel road Print 4.25 x 3.25

2153 Woman standing with hand on hip and bush behind her Print 5 x 3.75

2154 "Administration Building Yancey Collegiate Institute Burnsville NC" (1923) Print 5.5 x 3.5 Postcard dated 6.15.1923 sent to Mrs. Sarah Robinson. May not be Robinson photo

2155 Two women in hat and coats standing near wooden fence in front of house with second floor balcony Print 4.25 x 3.25

2156 River valley with steep wooded sides and buildings in foreground Print 5.25 x 3.25

2157

Looking across river to group of people standing near (railroad track) on far bank with hillside with sparse 

trees rising in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2158 Fast flowing river with trees and scrub on the banks Print 4.25 x 2.5

2159 Snow covered yard with hedge, trees and bushes Print 5.5 x 3.5 "40" written in pencil on rear of print

2160 Boy with two goats on a wooden box Print 7 x 5 See also robb 483

2161 Woman wearing polka dot dress and holding a (camera) bag sitting in front of a hedge Print 5.5 x 3.25

2162 Woman and man standing in woodland, woman is wearing a hat with ornate decoration Print 5.5 x 3.25

2163 Woman standing in front of bushes with rooftop visible in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 535

2164 Woman with small child in a wheelbarrow Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard with scribbles on rear

2165 Baby in  buggy holding Kodak box Print 5.25 x 3.25 See also robb 531

2166 Dirt road with tree on right and low scrub or field on left Print 5.5 x 3.25

2167 Baby in buggy Print 3.25 x 2.25 

2168 Dirt road through rock cutting and stone bridge over Print 5.5 x 3.25

2169 Domed building being constructed in city with signs in Spanish Print 5.25 x 3

2170 Chateau style building over water with reflections Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written in pencil on rear of print

2171 Man sitting in front of bushes with rooftop visible in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 536

2172 Woman with baby in her lap sitting in grass and scrub Print 4.75 x 3.75

2173 Baby being held (by man) Print 4.5 x 2.75

2174 Woman in ornate hat standing with one hand resting on tree and "BM241245" written on tree Print 5.5 x 3.25 Unclear if writing in on tree or negative/print

2175 Baby in buggy with bank behind that has wooden sign with indistinct writing and tree and bushes Print 5.25 x 3 See also robb 2178

2176 Two women in a chair or swing with third woman standing alongside Print 5.5 x 3.25

2177 Three women in coats and hat one has a (camera) bag on her shoulder Print 5.5 x 3.25

2178 Baby in buggy with bank behind that has wooden sign with indistinct writing and tree and bushes Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2175. Dimensions are paper size actual print area is 4" x 3"

2179 Four children standing with (flowers) and hillside behind them Print 3.5 x 3.5

2180

Two women, one sitting with (camera) bag and another women kneeling behind with her hands on the 

other woman's shoulders Print 5.5 x 3.25

2181 Woman in ornate hat holding fern fronds Print 5.5 x 3.25

2182 Forest track Print 5.5 x 3.25

2183 Baby sitting on blanket in front of bushes with rooftop visible in background Print 4.75 x 3.75

2184 Woman wearing ornate hat and holding a large leaf standing on dirt road with wooden rail fences Print 5.5 x 3.25

2185 Baby sitting on blanket with shrub in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 See also robb 539

2186 Baby wearing hat in buggy with rocky slope in background Print 5.5 x 3.25 Dimensions are paper size, actual print area is 4" x 3.25"

2187 Baby in buggy with rocky slope in background Print 5.25 x 3

2188 Woman holding a magazine sitting in chair next to table with potted fern Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 466

2189 Baby in buggy on garden path Print 5 x 4 See also robb 531 and 2165

2190 Woman wearing feather hat and fur stoles (in studio) Print 6 x 4

2191 Wide river with rocks and tall chimney on far bank Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 75

2192 Baby laying face down on blanket with wooden crate and pipework behind Print 4.25 x 3.25

2193 Wooden fence with dirt path in foreground and hillside with trees behind Print 5.5 x 3.25

2194 Small child holding stick and standing in tall grass Print 4.75 x 3.75

2195 Woman sitting in wicker chair Print 6 x 4 Se also robb 2201



2196 Steam train hauling freight cars through valley with plant with tall chimney in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2197 Two men with (oxen) hauling logs Print 4 x 3

2198 Three women in creek running through grassy valley Print 5.5 x 3.25

2199 Woman wearing feather hat standing on forest path with one hand resting on a wood post Print 5.5 x 3.25

2200 Two women and small child standing on railroad tracks Print 5.5 x 3.25

2201 Woman sitting in wicker chair Print 6 x 4 See also robb 2195

2202

River with buildings on hillside in distance, top of building and three men walking down path in 

foreground Print 5 x 4

2203 Woman wearing feather hat sitting with baby in front of leaf covered bank Print 4.5 x 3.5

2204 Seven women in yard, one is being lifted by two of the others Print 4.5 x 2.75

2205 Six women in yard surrounding man in homburg hat Print 4.5 x 2.75

2206 Two young men in knickerbocker or fancy dress with rail fence and house in background Print 3 x 3

2207 Woman in ornate hat holding fern fronds Print 5.5 x 3.25

2208 Woman sitting next to railroad track with small child Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2209 Woman standing on railroad tracks with small child Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 1854

2210 Corn growing in field with mountains in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2211 Waterfall over rock on right of frame with lower falls on left Print 5.25 x 3.25

2212 Man wearing Derby hat holding baby Print 5.25 x 3.25

2213 Railroad track with bend and tall trees on right Print 5 x 3.75

2214 Seven women, two men and two children standing in front of a large bush Print 5.75 x 3.5 "5" written in pencil on rear of print

2215 "Torii at entrance of Jeyans Temple - Pagoda (part) to right" Print 6 x 4

2216 "Pearl Mosque from Ivory Palace Delhi" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2217 "Mosque of (Quear) Jerusalem" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2218 "The Jordan" [Tree in foreground with river behind] Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2219 "Diamond Head Honolulu" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2220 "Sunset Honolulu Harbor" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2221 "Suez Canal"  [Dhow with two masts] Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2222 "Site of Temple of Solomon Jerusalem" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2223 "The Glory of the Temple (Borobeedeer, Jabia)" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2224 "The Pyramids" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2225 "Spring Time in Japan, The Peak Yokahama" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2226 "Athens Acropolis & (Thesion)" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2227 "(Voliue) Kirke Vienna" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2228 "The Sphinx" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2229 "Athens Erechtheion" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2230 "Berlin Wagner Memorial" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2231 "Mount of Olives Jerusalem" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2232 "Via Deloroso Jerusalem" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2233 "The Taj Mahal Agra" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2234 "Statue in the National Gallery Berlin" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2235 "Nile Boat Cairo" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2236 "Temple of Heaven Seoul" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2237 "Venice Doges Palace St Mark's Campanile" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2238 "Venice Rialto" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2239 "Constantinople Morgue" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2240 "Hong Kong Harbor" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2241 "Venice of Sighs" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2242 "Mother & Child at Cana" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2243 "The Sacred Bridge at Nikko" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2244 "Vienna Haydn's Home" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2245 "Sunset Among the Gondolas" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2246 "Santa Maria di Salute Venice' Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2247 "Vienna the Home of Beethoven" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2248 "Temple of (Chaudi Kali) Jericho" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2249 Field in foreground with trees and building in middleground and mountains in distance Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2250 Pier with man walking on beach in foreground Print 5 x 3.75 Copy of print?

2251 Building with Journal & (Bulletin) sign on left of frame Print 5 x 3.75 Copy of print?

2252

Large number of people at an event with stage in center, large building with two towers behind and 

Pickering's Furniture sign Print 5 x 3.75 Copy of print?

2253 Church with square tower, building with shades above windows and person with umbrella sitting Print 5 x 3.75 Copy of print?

2254 Multiple exposure of woman with parasol standing on (clamp) Print 4.75 x 3.75

2255 Woman on ladder against rock face as another woman and man fill a cup from a pipe Print 4.75 x 3.75

2256 River with lines of buildings on far bank and range of hills rising behind Print 5 x 4

2257 Two women with large hats sitting in woodland Print 5 x 4

2258 Two women and a man all wearing hats and long coats standing in woodland Print 5 x 3.25

2259 Radio mast with stone wall in lower right Print 4.75 x 3.75

2260 Looking down on town with large industrial building and railway viaduct with train Print 5 x 4

2261 Three women sitting on stone wall with pathway rising up hillside to one side of them Print 5 x 4

2262 House in snow with snow covered bushes in foreground Print 6.75 x 5 See also robb 2025

2263 House interior with table laid for place settings with window behind Print 7 x 5 See also robb 2391

2264 Woman standing next to rose bush growing up trellis arch Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2265 Woman standing next to rose bush growing up trellis arch with house in background Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2266 Roses growing on trellis outside front porch of house Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2267 Woman standing outside house next to (roses) growing up trellis Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2268 House with trellis arch at front walk Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2269 Roses growing on trellis outside front porch of house Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2270 House with trellis arch at front walk Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2271 Front of house with two (roses) bushes and brick chimney in center Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2272 Woman standing on front porch of house looking around rose bush Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2273 Woman standing on front porch of house looking around rose bush Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2274

Woman (in nurses uniform) and man who is holding a hat standing with large brick building in 

background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2275

Woman sitting on (fence rail) next to tree, she is wearing a fedora and has a (camera) bag over her 

shoulder Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2276 Woman (wearing a fedora) standing at edge of road with tree covered embankment on one side Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2277 Boy with two goats Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 4" x 2.25". Print is faint

2278 House interior with piano with framed pictures on top and picture hanging on wall behind Print 7 x 5 Print is faint

2279 House interior with display cabinet, two straight back chair and picture hanging on wall Print 7 x 5 Print is faint

2280 "The Jordan" [River with grass in foreground and trees and bushes on far bank] Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2281 Snow covered hillside with house in left corner and other buildings dotted around Print 6.75 x 4.5

2282 Looking across to people standing on top of Chimney Rock Print 5.75 x 3.5 "17" written in pencil on rear of print

2283 Young man standing in a meadow with hills in background Print 7 x 5

2284 Front of house with double gable on street corner Print 7 x 5

2285 Woman standing on horizontal rock bed with rock face behind Print 5 x 4 "No (q)" written in pencil on rear of print

2286 Town with rooftops in foreground and wooded ridge in background Print 7 x 5

2287 Snow covered road through woods with telegraph pole on right side Print 4.25 x 2.75 "98" written in pencil on rear of print

2288 Dog on wooden plank with front paws on tree trunk Print 5 x 3.25

2289 Side view of boy sitting on a (skate cycle) Print 3.5 x 2.5 See also robb 392

2290 Side view of boy sitting on a (skate cycle) Print 3.5 x 2.5 See also robb 392

2291 Two women wearing large hats and reclining on benches (in park) Print 5 x 4

2292 City street with Peeles Family Hotel on left Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written in pencil on rear of print

2293 Woman with a hand on a cow's head with second cow in background Print 4.75 x 3.25

2294 Man and woman looking through gap in bushes, woman has bow in in hair Print 4.75 x 3.75

2295 Man and woman standing amongst trees, woman is wearing a bonnet and man is holding her scarf Print 5 x 3.25

2296 Man and woman standing amongst trees, they are wearing the other person's hat and coat Print 5 x 3.25

2297 Woman standing amongst trees wearing a man's hat and coat Print 5 x 3.25

2298 Woman in a bonnet standing in a (rhododendron) shrub Print 5 x 3.25

2299

Three women and a man sitting and standing of a raised area with stone piers and wood fencing, and 

flower bed in front Print 5 x 4

2300 Six women and two men sitting with trees behind them Print 5 x 4

2301 Fishing a lake or large river with wide double waterfall and a house in the background Print 4 x 3

2302 Two women and two men in front of a rock face Print 5.75 x 3.5

 "Velox Print Robinson's Kodak Store Asheville NC" stamped on rear of print. "32" written in 

pencil on rear of print

2303 Woman with gourds draped over her Print 5.5 x 3.25 Dimensions are paper size, print area is 4" x 2.25"

2304 Ancient ruins in Rome with Colosseum in background Print 4 x 3 See also robb 350

2305 Valley with high rock face and waterfall in background (Yosemite) Print 5.75 x 3.5

2306 Looking down tree lined river with high mountain in background (Yosemite) Print 5.5 x 3.25 "R" written in pencil on rear of print

2307 Woman wearing hat standing in front of rock face Print 3 x 2 See also robb 2100

2308 Upturned car with group of men standing behind Print 4.5 x 2.75 "80" written in pencil on rear of print

2309 Large four story building with man and car on road that passes in front of building Print 5.5 x 3.25

2310 Building with wide door and steps and (Associate Boys Clubs) carved above doors Print 5.25 x 3.5

2311 Double exposure of buildings (with Gothic style) Print 5.75 x 3.5

2312 Chimney Rock with buildings Print 5.75 x 3.5 "17" written in pencil on rear of print

2313 Upturned car with people around and on the vehicle Print 4.5 x 2.75 "80" written in pencil on rear of print

2314 Upturned car with people around and on the vehicle Print 4.5 x 2.75 "80" written in pencil on rear of print

2315 Stream in woods flowing through rocks Print 5.25  x 4

2316 Aerial view (of Asheville) with Chero-Cola sign in foreground Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2317 Group of people under rock overhang on cliff face Print 5.75 x 3.5 "17" written in pencil on rear of print

2318 Child wearing jester fancy dress and standing in front of house next to fern Print 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

2319 Child wearing jester fancy dress and standing in front of house Print 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print. Print is very faint

2320 Log cabin with stone chimney and stream in foreground Print 4.5 x 2.75 "106" written in pencil on rear of print

2321 Young man wearing a tie standing in a yard Print 5.75 x 3.5 "11" written in pencil on rear of print

2322 Man doing high jump Print 4.25 x 3.25

2323 Four young men in hurdle race Print 4.25 x 3.25

2324 Two men sitting under a tree, one is wearing a big (straw) hat Print 5.5 x 3.5 Printed on a postcard

2325 Lake with grass in lower right and trees on far shore Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard



2326 Blurred grass in foreground, field and trees in middleground and distant hills Print 5.25 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2327 Woman holding fern fronds Print 5.5 x 3.25

2328 Woman holding fern fronds Print 5.5 x 3.25

2329 Woman pushing another woman in a wheelbarrow Print 5.5 x 3.25

2330 Coastal town built on hillside Print 4 x 3

2331 Woman sitting at table with potted fern and bowl of (leaves) Print 5.5 x 3.25

2332 Woman sitting at table with potted fern and bowl of (leaves) Print 5.5 x 3.25

2333 Woman wearing feather hat and fur stoles (in studio) Print 6 x 4 See also robb 523

2334 Small pond with mountains and valley in distance Print 4.25 x 2.25

2335 Woman standing in front of broad leaf (banana) plant Print 6 x 3.5

2336 Footprints in snow covered foreground with trees behind Print 5 x 3 "31" written in pencil on rear of print

2337 Woman in hat and carrying a handbag walking on path through woods Print 5.5 x 3.5

2338 Man in woods with one foot on a rock Print 5.5 x 3.5

2339 Woman in woods sitting on a rock Print 5.5 x 3.5

2340 Fireplace with pan on hook over fire Print 5.5 x 3.25

2341 Woman and small child sitting on a dirt bank with trees in background Print 5.5 x 3.25

2342 Three women standing next to trees Print 5.5 x 3.25

2343 Woman sitting leaning against a tree with a small child on her legs Print 5 x 3.75 See also robb 532

2344 (Ivy) covered building with tower and cars parked outside Print 3 x 2

2345 Tree covered valley with high mountains in background (Yosemite) Print 5.75 x 3.5 See also robb 1986

2346 Coastal town with a bay Print 4 x 3

2347 Two women, two men and a boy standing near hedge in yard with a hat on ground in front of them Print 4.5 x 3

2348 Man and boy standing in yard with part of bicycle visible in background Print 4.5 x 3 "1" written in pencil on rear of print

2349 Two women dressed as maids with house in background Print 4.75 x 3

2350 Seven women and a man in front yard with house in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

2351 Group of people on a mountain with rope and steps in foreground Print 4 x 3

2352 Wide waterfall with trees midstream and building on left of frame Print 4 x 3

2353 Car parked on mountain road with man standing next it, and valley and mountains in background Print 5.75 x 3.5

2354 Woman in hat and ling coat standing in front of (rhododendron) bush Print 5.5 x 3.5

2355 River with wooded banks Print 5.5 x 3.5 (Check mark) in pencil on rear of print

2356 Man and woman standing next to a tree, man had his hand of the tree trunk Print 5.5 x 3.75

2357 Man wearing cap standing on road with steep band on one side Print 5.75 x 3.75

2358 Boy (in sailor uniform) standing on front steps of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

2359 Boy (in sailor uniform) standing next to bushes at front of house Print 5.75 x 3.5

2360 Man wearing fedora and smoking a pipe standing with woman, part of bicycle is visible in background Print 4.5 x 2.75 See also robb 881

2361 "Temple of Zeus Athens" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2362 "Venice, the Bay from a Gondola" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2363 "Lake Lucerne at Lucerne" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2364 "(Indecipherable) Honolulu Main Street and Natural Beauty" [Palm trees and ocean] Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2365 "Gateway Akbar Tomb Agra India" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2366 "Venice  Detail of Gloriette Schonbrunn Palace" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2367 "Japan Inland Sea" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2368 "Glimpse Across Lake Summer Palace Peking" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2369 "Vienna Votive Church" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2370 "Where is God? The Brooding Spirit of the East, the Light from the West" [Buddha statue] Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2371 "The Bay from a Gondola" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2372 "(Igorrote) Woman on Drive to Borneo" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2373 "Athens Parthenon" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2374 "Shore of Galilee Capurnium" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2375 "Within the Ivory Palace Delhi" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2376 "Athens Parthenon from (Eritigen)" Print 6 x 4 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 5.25" x 3"

2377 Woman in knickerbockers standing with one hand on parked car Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 3.75" x 2.25"

2378

Woman in knickerbockers and fedora standing with one hand on a tree and a camera bag over her 

shoulder Print 5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for paper, actual print area is 3.75" x 2.25"

2379 Three women and two men standing in front of house with wrap around porch and dormer window Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2383

2380 Group of large number of men and one woman Print 3 x 2.5 Cut from bigger photo? No context provided

2381 Woman and man with mustache standing near front porch steps, both are holding a hat Print 5.5 x 3.25

2382 Group of men standing in partially constructed building Print 5.5 x 3.25

2383 Three women and two men standing in front of house Print 5.5 x 3.25 See also robb 2379

2384 Cows in pasture with trees Print 5 x 3 Unidentified pencil scribble on rear

2385 Building with four columns and steps and pathway leading to it, telegraph pole in lower left Print 3.5 x 3 Top of print is torn

2386 Studio portrait of boy in sailor uniform Print 5.5 x 3.25 Printed on a postcard

2387 Woman with baby in her lap sitting on front steps of house Print 6 x 4

2388 River with several boats and large city of far bank, including a tower and buildings with arches Print 4 x 3

2389 Two girls, a boy, and a baby standing in yard with house behind them Print 4.75 x 3 "99" written in pencil on rear of print

2390 Dresser with bed visible through door on right and (bathroom) through door on left Print 7 x 5 Print is very faint

2391 House interior with table laid for place settings with window behind Print 7 x 5 See also robb 2263

2392 Football game with houses in background Print 5 x 4

2393 Farm buildings with barns and chimney Print 5.5 x 3.25

2394 People on wagon pulled by two mules with Clinchfield railroad car alongside Print 5.25 x 3

2395 Building with waterwheel and dam Print 4.25 x 2.5

2396 Looking along path to Grove Park Inn Print 5.5 x 3.25

2397 Bi-plane in a field with a large number of people running towards it Print 5.5 x 3.25

2398 Excavator with Bucyrun , Evansville Ind. sign on side Print 4.5 x 3.25 "23" written in pencil on back of print

2399 Ladder and timber props for construction with tall building in background Print 4.75 x 3.75 "t" written in pencil on back of print

2400 Houses in valley and on hillside rising behind Print 5.25 x 3.25

2401 Aerial view of (French Broad) river with three bridges crossing Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper. See also robb 328

2402 Aerial view of (downtown Asheville) Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2403 Aerial view of original Battery Park Hotel Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2404 Aerial view of Overlook Castle Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2405 Aerial view of river with weir and railroad line on far bank Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2406 Aerial view of Biltmore House with lake in top left corner Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2407 Aerial view of original Battery Park Hotel Print 4.5 x 3.5 Dimensions are for print area not paper

2408 Large number of people ice skating Print 5 x 4

2409 Man and young boy sitting on dirt bank with pails of (potatoes) Print 4.5 x 2.75 "99" written in pencil on rear of print

2410 Two men standing on fallen tree trunk, one is holding a shovel Print 5.5 x 3

2411 Building with center steps and partial view of cupola on roof Print 4.25 x 3.25

2412

(Patton Avenue Asheville) with Strand movie theater and other named buildings and Vance Monument in 

background Print 6.5 x 4.5

2413 Woman sitting with arm resting on small table covered with books Tintype 5 x 3.5

2414 Studio portrait of woman in a high neck dress Print 2.5 x 2 Card mounted. Same woman as robb 2415

2415 Studio portrait of woman in a high neck dress with a bow in her hair Print 5.75 x 2 Card mounted oval print. Same woman as robb 2414

2416 Studio portrait of a woman wearing glasses Print 2.5 x 1.75 Card mounted oval print

2417 Studio portrait of man in bow tie Print 1.75 x 1.5 Card mounted oval print

2418 Studio portrait of woman in a high neck dress Print 1.75 x 1.25 Card mounted

2419 Studio portrait of woman in dress with spots Print 2 x 2 Card mounted and cut from larger image

2420 "Pink Beds Biltmore Estate Asheville NC VP #31" Print 7.5 x 5.5

2421 Mountain trail through valley with fencing and review of person on horse Print 7.75 x 4.75 Colorized print

2422 Dirt track with tree in blossom and fencing Print 8.25 x 7 Colorized print

2423 Snow covered valley and mountains with tree in right foreground and building in centerground Print 7.75 x 4.75 Colorized print

2424 "Sunset at Midnight, June 21, 1940 Alaska" Print 8.75 x 6 Card mounted. "Mars Hill, NC, July 16 1958" written in pencil on front flap

2425 Studio portrait of a woman in a (wedding) dress and flower in her hair , by Brook & Koonce, Asheville, NC Print 5.5 x 2.5 Card mounted

2426 Studio portrait of man and woman who are both wearing suits Print 3.75 x 2.75 Card mounted


